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As a philosopher of Marxism my central concern has always been how to think Marxism.
Such a concern does not only encompass
how to think the claims made by Marx and
Engels but, in light of these claims, how to
think the unfolding of this theoretical tradition: how best to chart the direction laid out
by Marx and Engels, how to understand the
ways in which the theoretical terrain they initiated logically develops, how to conceptualize what counts as its inheritance and what
can be classified as theoretical dead-ends.
Such a thinking is not an abstract academic
exercise if we treat the claims made by Marx
and Engels with the seriousness such claims
were intended; it concerns the meaning of
class struggle and thus revolutionary action. Hence, if we are to think the entirety of
Marxism according to its raison d’etre then
we must also think revolutionary practice. To
think the observations of Marxism is to also
think its directives. Every observation, after
all, was aimed at directing the reader to participate in the directive of class revolution. To
presume otherwise is to reject Marxism.
In thinking Marxism, though, we are also
presented with the problem of thinking its
emergence. We know that Marx and Engels
conceptualized the foundations of the theoretical terrain that would be called “Marxism” within a temporal and spatial context
that was overdetermined by the European Enlightenment and so-called modernity. While they themselves were often quite
clear about their proximity to this period, as
the opening paragraphs of the Manifesto imply, contemporary analyses of Marxism have
often been less clear about this relationship.
After all, Marx and Engels did not need to

justify their relationship to Enlightenment
and modernity since, invested in the establishment of a science, they were concerned
with generating its meaning and were thus
in the thick of things. Their scientific insights
were emergent; they spoke the discourse
of immediacy. But looking back through the
filter of two world historical revolutions, and
in opposition to those radical theories that
would set up counter-traditions to Marxism,
it is important to also think the spatial-temporal emergence of Marxism so as to establish both its scientific description and its revolutionary prescription.
The three chapters that comprise this small
book were written, therefore, with the intention of thinking Marxism’s emergence. They
were originally published as separate articles
in Abstrakt, from 2018 to 2019. Conceived as
a trilogy, they were driven by the concern of
thinking Marxism as a science. Not to explain
why it was wagered as a science or what this
science specifically meant (because, after
all, Marx and Engels had already answered
these questions, as have others following in
their footsteps) but why it is necessary to uphold the claim that historical materialism is a
science in the face of multiple claims to the
contrary. While only the second of these essays dealt with this concern directly, which
is why it was the central and pivotal piece,
the first and final articles were intrinsically
connected to this core claim as penumbral
front and rear gates to the central concern.
These gates were simultaneously points of
entry and defense.
In order to understand how the central concern of Marxist science was conceptualized
between two “gate” essays that, respectively, focused on modernity and sovereignty, it
is worth reconstructing the logic that guided
this essay trilogy. Aside from the long tradition of liberal and conservative political
philosophy mocking the claim that “Marxism is a science”, there is a constellation of
radical post-Marxist theory that is suspicious of any social theory that makes scientific claims. There is also the fact that nu1
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merous contemporary Marxist intellectuals
shy away from the term “science” because
of both complaints: after all, it is difficult to
pursue an academic career if you are going
against dominant bourgeois philosophy and
chic radical theory. Although Marxists can in
theory easily dispense with liberal and conservative complaints (though not so easily
in practice since dominant ideology is powerful), it is more difficult to reject the core
claims of radical theory that has proposed
itself as a replacement of Marxist reason. Especially when it comes to the classical claim
that historical materialism is a science of
history and society: the Marxist academic is
happy to reject “post-modernism”, and perhaps write a book or two about the errors of
post-modernism, but this academic also has
to capitulate somewhat to the post-Marxist
disdain for “the science of history”––which of
course runs parallel to the liberal and conservative hatred of this notion––in order to
be taken seriously. In such a context, then,
the only way to access and confirm the central concern regarding science was to also
deal with those complaints of post-Marxist
radical theory that prevented the scientific
aspect of Marxism from being thought.
The post-Marxist tradition––from Foucault
and the post-structuralists to Agamben and
the post-Heideggerians––is united in a unilateral rejection of the European Enlightenment and, as part of this rejection, conceives
of Marxism as intrinsically bound to Enlightenment thought and thus irrevocably flawed.
In order to surpass Marxism, however, it was
not enough to demonstrate that Marxism
was bound to the supposedly monstrous fact
of Enlightenment reason. A non-Marxist account of social power, that was purportedly
anti-Enlightenment, also needed to be produced: the problematic of sovereign power
utilized by an entire plethora of radical social
theorists who reject the historical materialist
tradition. Hence the way into the question of
Marxism as science required engagement
with this anti-Enlightenment discourse. And
the way out required a rejection of Marxism’s
supposed replacement: contemporary the-

ories of sovereign power.
Modernity’s Radical Other
Born under the sign of the European Enlightenment, Marxism is modernity’s radical
other. While it emerged speaking the same
language, or at least the language of Enlightenment’s most radical claims, as it developed as a science opposed to the bourgeois
and imperialist basis of modernity Marxism
also developed its own language. The distance that lurks between bourgeois modernity and the alter-modernity of Marxism can
be charted only by understanding how the
latter has divested itself from the commitments of the former. The entire development
of the revolutionary science founded by Marx
and Engels can only be understood according to a dialectic of proximity and distance
from Enlightenment. Proximity: the radical
demystification promised by modernity, the
profane sequence unleashed by the rise of
the bourgeoisie, could not help but generate a shadow science just as capitalism produced its own grave-diggers. Distance: as
capitalism remade the world in its image this
shadow science could only become stronger by removing itself further from the aegis
of European Enlightenment, by finding fertile
ground in the movements of the wretched of
the earth.
We know that Marx and Engels could not
fully overstep the overwhelming Eurocentric commitments of modernity while at the
same time we know the science they founded is quite aware of the difficulty of thinking
outside of the common sense into which we
are socialized. We can only answer those
questions history presents us with; our social
consciousness is largely determined by our
social being. Even still, the strength of the
science is demonstrated by the fact that, despite being locked within their social being,
Marx and Engels were able to make anti-racist and anti-colonial pronouncements in their
time that were far more radical than similar pronouncements made by “post-modern” thinkers in the 1970s. For example, if
2
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we compare Marx’s awareness of colonialism and his express hatred of it in Capital to
Foucault’s hatred of modernity and his pronouncements about discourse, the former
is much more revolutionary since the latter
could not even conceptualize settler-colonialism or directly condemn it! Anchored to
a revolutionary movement of the oppressed
and exploited, the theory initiated by Marx
and Engels began in opposition to bourgeois
modernity and thus could only speak, even
when it spoke partial truths based on what
it could know, for the damned of the earth.
And most importantly, because it based itself on the perspective of the exploited and
oppressed masses, this theory produced the
tools to critique its own limitations. Being
open to the future, being aware of historical
limitations, historical materialism promised
successive moments of critique; a scientific
terrain is a terrain that develops against itself, rupturing from erroneous ideas so as to
force continuity with its essential identity.
All attempts to locate a pure Marxism in
doctrinaire formulas of Marx and Engels now
represent the difference between a living
Marxism and its corpse. A living Marxism is
found in a terrain that has developed a distance from the bourgeois concerns of the
European Enlightenment, that has gestated
and transformed in key revolutionary movements in the global peripheries, and pursues those radical theoretical concepts of
an alter-modernity. A dead Marxism, due to
its religious adherence to the classic texts,
preserves the Eurocentric aspects of the Enlightenment: Trotskyism, with its privileging
of the first world proletariat as the agents of
world revolution, is the best example of this
corpse Marxism, though it is not alone.
Therefore, the best way to think Marxism’s
emergence as a living science, and what this
emergence tells us about the meaning of
the theory today, is to use the method of historical materialism to grasp its relationship
to Enlightenment thought. Such an analysis
requires not only understanding the importance of modernity as the spatial-temporal

birthplace of Marxism––and thus the radical potential of Enlightenment that Marxism
realizes––but also that aspect of modernity
and Enlightenment that remains antagonistic to the science and philosophy Marxism
would establish.
As I see it, there are two erroneous perspectives regarding Enlightenment that a properly historical materialist analysis will dispense
with. The first is a rejection of Enlightenment
and modernity altogether due to its roots in
capitalist and imperialist rationality. Whereas it is indeed correct to recognize and unveil these commitments, and an historical
materialist account should indeed do so,
a complete rejection is a bit like throwing
the proverbial baby out with the bathwater:
scientific demystification against feudal occultation, the assault on the Great Chain of
Being, and the germinal understanding that
history is made by humans did indeed open
up a dimension of thought that, despite being
contained within and warped by bourgeois
logic, cannot be dismissed without also dismissing the possibility of human freedom.
The second erroneous perspective, though,
is an over-valorization of the Enlightenment
generated by the desire to uphold all of the
foundational claims of modernity in the face
of post-modern and obscurantist rejections.
Although such a perspective is a logical response to the culturalism and occultation
that is permitted by the first perspective,
the fact that contemporary bourgeois ideologues are also committed to upholding this
perspective of the Enlightenment––and indeed see Marxism as Enlightenment’s enemy––should give us pause. To uphold the
Enlightenment in toto, as a singular event
that existed outside of class struggle, is to
also uphold its colonialist and capitalist rationality of mastery and control. Today’s
liberal and reactionary champions of the
Enlightenment are very aware of these foundations, the latter of whom locate them in a
cultural specificity of Europe, and they are
not necessarily “anti-Enlightenment” for doing so. After all, key Enlightenment thinkers
such as Kant and Darwin also celebrated the
3
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cultural specificity of Europe and were not
opposed to racial science.
We know that the bourgeoisie called forth
the proletariat as its revolutionary other
during the former’s political revolutions and
its processes of primitive accumulation––
commons enclosures that generated “free
labour” and the institutions of colonialism
and slavery that were the “pedestal” upon
which these enclosures rested. Such an insight should not compel us to celebrate the
bourgeoisie, to congratulate the enemy for
bringing its grave-diggers into existence
through their immiseration: this is merely a
recognition of historical fact. A correct historical materialist understanding of the Enlightenment should be isometric to this insight
regarding the bourgeoisie and its creation of
the proletariat. The Enlightenment brought
Marxism into being as its revolutionary other.
Only through a dialectical critique of Enlightenment and modernity can we understand
the scientific meaning of Marxism.

NOTES
1 As an aside it is worth noting that Foucault’s
methodological claims in The Archaeology of Knowledge mimic the ethnocentrism
of the archaeological institution that always
treats the past as a corpse to be dismembered and reconstructed according to the
thought of the imperialist expert.

Hence this trilogy of essays, which begins
with an examination of the general meaning of Enlightenment and concludes with a
rigorous engagement of the Enlightenment
notion of political power, was intended to
provide an archaeology of the science proposed by Marx and Engels. Not an archaeology in the Foucauldian sense where excavation treats the object of thought as an archaic
and fossilized phenomenon preserved by
a complex of discursive formations. Rather,
these essays function as an historical materialist examination of the science’s emergence that necessarily treats this science’s
core claims as axiomatic since it uses these
claims to think its origin. When the philosopher of science wants to think the meaning
of the development of physics, and so turns
their gaze to this theoretical terrain’s emergence, they do not do so in opposition to
the core identity of physics; the excavation
is not akin to the ethnocentric archaeologist
who imagines the past to be a series of dead
discontinuities.1 The point is to read the past
through the vital present of a living science.
4
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“The rotting corpse of Polyneices will be a
permanent reminder of what remains unburied and unmourned in every struggle for
legitimacy. The task of modernity will be to
explore this fissure… If the polis looked beautiful, this is because it was already artifice
and artifact––the product of construction
and as such susceptible to unmaking or
deconstruction. Modernity begins with this
corrosively denaturalizing insight.”
Rebecca Comay, Mourning Sickness
In 1784 Immanuel Kant answered the question “what is Enlightenment?” with the claim
that the European Enlightenment was “the
human being’s emergence from his self-incurred minority.” (Kant, 1996: 17) Since Kant’s
stated project was to enact a Copernican
Revolution in philosophy the meaning of Enlightenment and modernity were essential
to establish. In 1984, looking back on the Enlightenment project and the problematic of
modernity, Michel Foucault asked the same
question––what is Enlightenment?––so as to
examine Enlightenment/modernity “as a set
of political, economic, social, institutional,
and cultural events on which we still depend
in large part, [that] constitutes a privileged
domain for analysis.” (Foucault, 1984: 42)
Between Kant’s early modern and Foucault’s post-modern expression of the question “what is Enlightenment?” lurks Max
Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno’s critique
where the Enlightenment is defined as that
which “has always aimed at liberating men
from fear and establishing their sovereignty.”

(Horkheimer and Adorno, 2001: 3) Now, and
with this interim intervention in mind, it is becoming important for us to ask the question
again but from a revolutionary Marxist perspective especially since Marxism’s emergence can be located at the end of the Enlightenment project and forms a key, though
not dominant, part of the history of modernity. Every call to “return to Marx” in the face of
decades of post-Marxist interventions (not
that Marxism ever went away, to be clear)
must reckon with the question of Enlightenment and modernity since its relationship to
these is what placed it odds with those radical theories that have been militantly critical
of the event of Enlightenment and the history of modernity.
Indeed, appeals made to the European Enlightenment and the emergence of modernity are common amongst reactionaries who imagine themselves the guardians
of rationality. The so-called “New Atheist”
movement, for example, cites the Enlightenment and modernity––and in fact proclaims
them as essentially “European”––in its defense of science against fundamentalism.
Much of this defense, however, is guided by
a deep-seeded hatred of non-European religions (Christianity is still hated but not targeted because it is seen as “European” just
as all of science is coded as primarily “European”), particularly Islam. Outside of xenophobic Christian Fundamentalism, the New
Atheists have been instrumental in developing the modern phenomenon of Islamophobia, influencing both the “neo-reactionary”
and “alt-right” in this regard. If it wasn’t for
the likes of Christopher Hitchens, Sam Harris, and Richard Dawkins, the Islamophobic
ravings of fascist groups such as PEGIDA
and Identity Evropa wouldn’t have the pseudo-scientific justification of their hatred of Islam. Rightist thinkers such as Jordan Peterson use the Enlightenment and modernity to
defend their reactionary nonsense according to a vague understanding of science.
On the other hand, and because of this mobilization of the Enlightenment, there is a persistent anti-modernism that affects the left.
5
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The classification of both the Enlightenment
and modernity as being intrinsically “evil”
because they are supposedly European is a
common attitude amongst many anti-capitalist sectors. In response to the Islamophobia valorized by the New Atheists we discover very uncritical appreciations of Islam that
play into the hands of Political Islam. A very
strange pursuit of anti-modernism and mystification finds its home in the left, especially
at the imperialist metropoles, in response to
the European chauvinism that has claimed
Enlightenment and modernity as its own.
Thus, we must ask again the question “what
is Enlightenment” to chart a course between
the chauvinist appropriation of modernity
and its anti-secular discontents. We can only
do this by generating a historical materialist
understanding of the problem, a revolutionary communist answer to the question of the
Enlightenment’s meaning.
The contemporary revolutionary communist tradition, unfortunately, has often
over-valorized the Enlightenment in response to “post-modernist” critiques of modernity (post-modernism meaning, here,
anything from Foucault to Lyotard to Derrida to Deleuze and Guattari), particularly
since these critiques also target Marxism.
The general “post-modern” critique is that
the Enlightenment’s claim to universalism,
with humanity as central to making society
and history, is intrinsic to murderous projects such as colonialism and capitalism;
communism, and the claims made by every form of Marxism, are seen as cut from
the same cloth. Hence it is tempting to respond to this anti-communist criticism by
upholding the Enlightenment and modernity with mild qualifications. Such an attitude
amongst Marxist-Leninists and Maoists is so
commonplace that it is almost a cliche: anything that criticizes modernity, or is wary of
dogmatic articulations of Marxism-Leninism,
is suddenly branded “post-modernist”––a
slur worse than “revisionist”, which is telling
considering that modern revisionists like to
throw it around.

The general thesis of this intervention can
be summed up by this statement by Ajith, a
detained Communist Party of India (Maoist)
comrade:
We have noted that Marx and Engels
were not totally free of Enlightmentalist
[sic] influences. […] Today, compared to
even Mao’s time, we are enriched with a
new awareness of the contradictory essence of the Enlightenment and its scientific consciousness. […] The necessity
to distinguish the emancipatory aspect
of the Enlightenment from its overarching bourgeois, colonial nature and
thrust is one important lesson we must
derive. (Ajith, 2013: 71)
With the above statement in mind, I begin by
agreeing with Horkheimer and Adorno that
“the fully enlightened earth radiates disaster
triumphant.” (Horkheimer and Adorno, 2001:
3) Our job is to pick through the ruins.
The Meaning of “Enlightenment” and Modernity
The Enlightenment Project was premised
on the assumption that the demystification
of nature was essential to human freedom.
That is, by stripping the natural world of its
mystic aura, by explaining natural phenomena according to natural rather than supernatural causes, would allow humans to understand the causal factors that had once
masqueraded as the will of the gods, or unknowable laws of nature, and had thus functioned as dictates of destiny. Enlightenment
and modernity is thus “the disenchantment
of the world.” (Ibid.) If the natural causes of
a drought or famine could be studied as
natural causes, and not seen as the punishment of heaven, then humans would be
able to approach a higher level of freedom.
Such causes could be apprehended ahead
of time, the factors producing them mapped
out, and their negative effects be superseded. Sickness did not have to be mistaken as
“sin” because it could possibly be treated
without prayer. A flood was no longer the re6
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sult of miasma since it could be understood
as the result of multiple factors that could
be avoided with dams and a better appreciation of water cycles and landscape. Such
an understanding extended to the social and
historical: one’s position in society was not
the result of the great chain of being or the
laws of heaven, those mystified categories
of every tributary social formation, but an
accident of birth intersecting with economic
and political structures.
An understanding of natural necessity, as
Marx and Engels emphasized following Hegel, was intrinsic to freedom. Not the imaginary and supernatural necessity of the sacred order that was now profaned––the
necessity of being destined to be kings or
peasants––but the profane order revealed
by successive moments of demystification.
Although anti-modernist and pseudo-progressive thought attempts to counterpose
contingency to necessity, and claim that the
former better explains freedom than the totalizing category of necessity, we should not
be misled. If reality was truly contingent, and
we could know nothing because anything
could happen at any time, then we would
indeed be living in a state of unfreedom because we would be victims of circumstance.
Imagine a world where the laws of nature
can never be known, where for example it
is impossible to grasp that drinking water
is necessary for survival because this could
change at any moment. Not only should we
realize that such a world does not exist (there
are indeed facts of existence that are necessary to existence), we should also recognize
that if reality was truly contingent we would
be living in a state of unfreedom. In a world
of chaos where anything could change at
any time, and where nothing can be known,
humans are just as much the victims of circumstance as they were under the mystified
order of necessity.
To be clear, human history is filled with precursor Enlightenments. For example the Ionian Enlightenment that preceded Socrates
and Plato, or the Arab/Islamic Enlighten-

ment that preceded the Crusades, to cite
two well-documented examples. That these
precursors to modernity––and those like
them that emerged sporadically across the
entire globe––are not worthy of the name
the Enlightenment is in large part due to the
Eurocentric importance put on the process
of modernity that emerged in Western Europe, but it is also the case that, like capitalism, there was something world historically
significant about this modern sequence. Although the European Enlightenment shared
the commitment to demystification with its
precedents, the level of knowledge production and the rise of the bourgeois order
provided it with an autonomy and strength
that the other enlightenments were unable
to achieve.1 Although this strength allowed
for scientific reason to challenge the order
of priests and kings, a large part of its world
historical significance is that the demystification it unleashed was in the service of
bourgeois ideology.
Hence the engagement with natural necessity, and the modernist impulse of demystifying existence, does not by itself guarantee
freedom. The fact is that the Enlightenment
happened in Europe during the long transition to capitalism according to the interrelated processes of: i) brutal colonial expansion;
ii) violent commons enclosures. Moreover,
part of the reason it could happen in Europe
was largely driven by the knowledges stolen from nations encountered, plundered,
invaded, occupied, and disarticulated by
colonial expansion. Hence, the rationality
of modern colonialism and emergent capitalism became part of modernity and in fact
undermined the potential of European modernity. This colonial-capitalist rationale prevented the Enlightenment from being truly
universal because of the various unscientific
and anti-human logics it generated, injected
into the heart of modernity itself. To understand necessity, to demystify nature, would
thus become synonymous with mastery and
exploitation. Colonial/capitalist logic was
clear: that which would be known could also
be transformed into exploitable property;
7
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knowledge of the natural world was only
knowledge-qua-knowledge if it was instrumental in maintaining the hegemony of one
group of people over many others and, most
importantly, allowed the former to enrich
themselves and consummate their dominance at the expense of most of the world.
“Not content with the boundaries imposed
by gravity, oceans, or ice,” writes Jodi Byrd,
“Europeans sought possession of all their
eyes could see.” (Byrd, 2011: 2.)
This is why Samir Amin talks about the importance of a “modernity critical of modernity,” (Amin: 2009, 17.) why Frantz Fanon
concludes The Wretched of the Earth by
declaring the need to establish a new Enlightenment that will be free from the predations of Europe “that murder men wherever they find them… in all the corners of the
globe.” (Fanon, 1963: 311) The point, here, is
not to pursue a “post-modern” ethos (which
can mean anything from a “pre-modern” to
a bland relativism that is suspicious of all
claims to truth) but instead to push for a modernity beyond modernity, an alter-modernity. As mentioned above, both appeals to the
mystified order and appeals to contingency
have little to do with freedom.
Enlightenment as Intrinsic to Capitalism
There is a trend within Marxist historiography, best represented by the “Political
Marxists”, that seeks to treat the European
Enlightenment as separate from the emergence of capitalism. This trend appears to
be progressive because it hopes to annex
all of the good things that were produced
by the Enlightenment (the new sciences and
the chain of inventions they unleashed, the
materialistic worldview and thus the criticism of the existing state of affairs) from capitalism. Against progressivist views of history
that interpret capitalism as a step forward
in human evolution––and which may in fact
cite the Enlightenment as proof of this––this
annexationist position seeks to keep the categories of good/bad separate. Enlightenment is good, capitalism is bad, and never

the two should meet.
Annexationism is, perhaps, motivated by
post-structuralist/post-modernist
interpretations of modernity. Recognizing that
modernity and capitalism-colonialism were
bound together, the post-structuralist position goes further by declaring that modernity and the Enlightenment are intrinsically
and thoroughly murderous. That, rather than
being two interrelated categories they are a
single category of monstrosity, united in the
discursive patterns with which they stamp
the subject of modernity.
Rather than accepting that the post-structuralist position is partially correct, the annexationist seeks to preserve modernity from
its critics by arguing that the Enlightenment
should not be confused with capitalism, that
capitalism is in fact anti-Enlightenment, and
that the correlation in time between the rise
of the new sciences and the rise of bourgeois power is to evidence of an intrinsic
relationship. The Political Marxists have had
their own axe to grind with what they classify as “post-modernism”, and they have long
provided only cosmetic critiques for this
heterogeneous body of theory, just as they
have had their own axe to grind with all challenges to a Eurocentric narrative of capitalist transition. Delinking the Enlightenment
from capitalist development parallels a twin
movement of delinking colonial primitive accumulation from transition: what appears to
be progressive––classifying capitalism as
thoroughly murderous and thus separate
from any form of scientific or social progress––is in fact retrograde.
To annex modernity from capitalism is to
declare that Western Europe was more culturally advanced than the rest of the world.
What accounts for the explosion of the new
sciences in Europe if not capitalism and the
pre-capitalist processes of colonialism? A
“historical quirk” is the most progressive
sounding statement the annexationists can
give us, but if they are historical materialists they should know better. If the neces8
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sary causes of the the Enlightenment were
not found in the development of capitalist
social relations, then where did they come
from? If we cannot say capitalism––and if
Political Marxists forbid us from even seeing
colonialism as the foundation upon which
modern capitalism was built––then we must
say that the Enlightenment was the result of
Europe’s unique cultural history. This is the
argument of white cultural nationalism and,
like every cultural nationalism, it is thoroughly anti-materialist.
The Enlightenment happened in Western
Europe for two reasons: i) the development
of capitalism that necessitated, as aforementioned, the demystification of the pre-capitalist ethos; ii) the scientific materials (think
of the mathematical and astronomical concepts invented in the Middle East, Africa, and
the Americas, and that is only the tip of the
proverbial iceberg) “discovered” through the
colonial processes that, since 1492, were part
of the transition to capitalism. Since annexationists of the Political Marxist bent reject
the possibility that colonialism was necessary for the transition to capitalism it is easy
(though extremely lamentable) for them to
pretend that the second point is inadmissible. They have nothing useful to say about
the first point except to ignore it altogether
or mobilize straw-person arguments.
If we were to argue that capitalism’s emergence was unique to Europe because of
Europe’s internal dynamics, and that it had
nothing to do with external dynamics of European colonialism, then in order to save
face we would have to annex modernity from
capitalism. And this is precisely what Political Marxists such as Ellen Meiksins Wood
does in her article that argues that she is not
being Eurocentric for her claim that capitalism was something that could only develop
in Europe: what is “Eurocentric”, she asserts,
about claiming that a horrendous mode of
production that produces nothing useful
for humanity was unique to Europe; is it not
“more Eurocentric” to say it could have also,
if not for European colonialism disarticulat-

ing other pre-capitalist modes of production,
emerged elsewhere?2 The anti-Eurocentric
counterpart is clear: similar capitalist social
relations could have emerged elsewhere
but they emerged first in Western Europe
because of the legacy of colonialism, which
sped up the transition and destroyed all possible competitors, and the internal dynamics
of underdeveloped pre-capitalist social relations.3
Even still, the empirical record of Enlightenment thinkers proves that the annexationist
position is wrong. Enlightenment thought is
not only deeply marked by colonial ideology,
and thus cannot be separated cleanly from
this history, it also reifies bourgeois relations.
The demystification of the pre-capitalist
world is accompanied by a remystification of
capitalist ideology. As Samir Amin writes in
Unequal Development:
In precapitalist modes, man is still alienated in nature, but social relations are
obvious; hence the dominance of the
ideological instance. Poverty confines
men to a model of simple reproduction,
but ideology provides a justification for
this model through its “eternalist” vision of the world. This is why men build
pyramids and cathedrals. The capitalist
mode internalizes technical progress in
the economic instance, and this makes
possible rapid accumulation, and
hence frees man from alienation in nature. But, at the same time, alienation is
transferred to the social plane. For the
price of this accumulation is the submission of society to the law of profit.
This submission is expressed in terms
of the degradation of man to mere labor power and disregard for the natural
ecological environment. Capitalism has
stopped building cathedrals without,
for all that, liberating man. For the short
time-prospect that it offers from the
start is the root of the social problems
over which it has no control. (Amin,1976:
376)
9
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We should add, here, that this division between the “precapitalist” and “capitalist” is a
division, and later a transition, experienced
primarily by Western Europe. These categories are not experienced in the same way
elsewhere in the world, particularly in the socalled “new world” where a different social
dialectic was at play and where non-capitalist nations were not necessarily pre-capitalist in that they were not points of transition to a capitalist ethos. In this sense, these
nations did not point towards a capitalist
destiny because their social relations were
not dominated by an ideological instance
or constrained by poverty. Colonial contact,
however, disarticulated whatever social dialectic they could have unleashed.
Enlightenment’s Limits
If the Enlightenment rupture is conceptualized as a large-scale demystification where
natural phenomena is conceived according
to natural explanations, human history is
made by humans, and natural necessity is
pursued, then the European Enlightenment
did not go far enough. It was enough to profane the metaphysics of the ancien regime
but only in the interests of the emerging
capitalist order. It did not pursue this demystification to its logical conclusion: pre-capitalist and illiberal ideas persist as long as
they also abide by commodity logic, and the
ideology of bourgeois mastery turns modernity against itself.
If modernity, even the modernity contained
by the limits of the European Enlightenment, followed through on its promises we
wouldn’t be stuck with all of the reactionary and conservative anti-scientific claims
that have become a part of life under capitalism. Despite their failings––their concessions to bourgeois property relations, the
Eurocentric notions about civilization they
inherited from modern colonialism––the
original Enlightenment thinkers were pitiless
in their opposition to superstition. But now,
with the consummation of bourgeois rule,
the defenders of Enlightenment thought

are happy to shake hands with people who
would have been their enemies during the
Enlightenment––which again demonstrates
that the Enlightenment was not autonomous
from capitalism and its historical emergence
through colonialism. There is even an Enlightenment doctrine that allows for this detente: the liberal doctrine of free speech, and
its most committed defenders (i.e. the ACLU)
believe that they are more enlightened than
Nazis they defend because of this doctrine
and the radical left that critiques them for
defending Nazis. This is what modernity has
become under capitalism, an atrophied anti-modern stasis: it is now preserving the existence of ideologies that originally forbid its
emergence in the very name of modernity.
More significant, however, is the fact that
modernity has been turned against itself
through the ideology of bourgeois mastery.
To become the “master” of the natural world
is to enslave it, carving it up into property relations, which in fact places humanity in tension with the biosphere. Knowledge of food
production is distorted by mechanisms that
steal and control land, ruining the soil, the
use of pestilent chemicals, and manic overproduction. Knowledge of mining results in
horrendous operations that ruin millions of
lives and encourage pollution. Knowledge of
water cycles results in the commodification
of water and the poisoning of water sources. Whereas knowledge of natural necessity
should teach respect for the limitations of
the natural world, and what can and cannot
be done to the biosphere without harming
both it and ourselves, the ideology of bourgeois mastery is no longer concerned with
natural necessity and sometimes even employs ideologues to argue that the biosphere
is not in danger and thus reject the concept
of natural necessity altogether.
A common Eurocentric trope promulgated during the period of modern colonialism
was that Indigenous populations were living
in “savagery”, were thoroughly “immodern”,
and were victims of the forces of nature. We
find this trope repeated even by Engels who
should have known better than to trust a co10
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lonial ethnographer but, as Robert Biel has indicated in Eurocentrism and the Communist
Movement, Eurocentrism is a hell of a drug.
(Engels: 1972, 115-130) The truth, however,
is that many Indigenous populations had
a far more sophisticated understanding of
natural necessity, and thus their own counter-modernity, than that practised by the Europeans despite what their Enlightenment
thinkers theorized. From what contemporary
scholars who are not enamoured by colonial
ideology (either Indigenous thinkers who immediately understand the importance to reject false doctrines of civilization, or non-Indigenous thinkers who have sifted through
the half-truths of settlerist ethnography)
have told us, there were many pre-contact
civilizations that better understood, and we
should say scientifically so, natural necessity
in terms of our species’ relationship with the
biosphere.
For example, George Manuel and Michael
Posluns have examined the food technologies developed by numerous Indigenous
nations that allowed for humans to generate enough food to feed themselves comfortably without undermining the biosphere.
(Manuel and Posluns: 1974) The colonizers
not only encountered these scientific developments regarding food production in the
process of colonization, and expropriated
and absorbed them into their own knowledge canon, but twisted them according to
the logic of mastery and exploitation. Contemporary environmentalists and environmental scientists are now confirming what
pre-Contact Indigenous scientists––and yes
we should call them scientists because they
figured out natural necessity and understood
natural causes in this regard far better than
their European conquerors––knew all along.
You cannot over-exploit the earth, poison it
in the name of profit, without undermining
your own existence. Let us return to Amin’s
statement in the last section about the shift
from metaphysical to economic alienation:
submission to the law of profit replaces submission to an eternalist vision of the world,
and the former finds ways to expropriate and

exploit all forms of logic into fluid chains of
commodification.
There is, of course, a discourse that purports
to be radical that opposes Enlightenment
and modernity by claiming that logics outside of the so-called “West” were indeed
anti-Enlightenment and anti-modern and
that this was their strength. My contention,
building upon the work of Amin and others,
is that this gambit is not only self-defeating
but is empirically wrong. It is self-defeating because it surrenders the category of
“science” to Europeans when we know that
many scientific categories of existence are
correct and to claim otherwise is to court
reactionism. It is empirically wrong because
this category of “science” has been informed
at every step of the way by knowledges stolen from colonial contact.
Due to the fact that the project of modernity is bound up with the projects of colonialism and capitalism, however, there are
those who continue to argue that colonialism and capitalism were modernizing forces. Indeed, recently there have been multiple think-pieces––eerily identical to colonial
apologetics of the 18thand 19th centuries––
that have argued precisely this: the ravages
of colonialism and the construction of world
capitalism were ultimately “good” because
they brought modernity to backwards nations.4 The truth, however, is that just as capitalism brought the developments of Enlightenment to bear against the working-class in
the brutal enclosure of the commons and
the ascendance of violent industrialism, colonialism brought the benefits of modernity
only to the colonial masters and their lackeys while disarticulating Indigenous nations
and immiserating their inhabitants. As Jonathan Saha has argued, in opposition to these
recent valorizations of colonial “modernity”:
The claim that colonial rule did good
because it “developed” colonized societies… rests on the implicit counter-factual that without imperial intervention
these societies would not have partic11
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ipated in modernity. The assumption
here is that pre-colonial polities were
stagnant, static, and disconnected from
wider historical changes. This is an assumption that work on pre-colonial histories have shown to be demonstrably
false. […] Moreover, colonized people
engaged with modern practices without direct instigation of the colonial regime, and sometimes in the face of imperial opposition. (Saha, 2018)

means that even the most anti-Eurocentric
historical materialist trajectory lurks outside
of “common sense”. Against the explicitly anti-Enlightenment ethos of resurgent fascism,
when liberals and social democrats are not
lapsing into confused post-modernist fantasies of their own they are usually raising the
banner of the very Enlightenment thought
that we need to supersede.

The fact is that modernity is the project of
world history that has also been appropriated and exploited by European colonial-capitalism. In this vein we can understand two
important facts: i) the logics of the European
Enlightenment have been largely informed
by colonial encounters, and the knowledges
these encounters expropriated; ii) there are
logics of colonized peoples that are more
salient and meaningful than any capitalist-contained modernity because they better understand natural necessity. Moreover,
there is nothing mystic or irrational about the
latter and to pretend otherwise is to in fact
court a mystified rejection of natural necessity.

In conclusion, I want to return to Kant’s understanding of the Enlightenment project
so as to demonstrate why such a project
should be treated as suspicious by a “modernity critical of modernity.” The Kant who
tried to answer the question “what is Enlightenment?” also proposed that he was leading
a Copernican Revolution in philosophy––but
this was far from the case. As Quentin Meillassoux convincingly argued inAfter Finitude,
Kant was in fact performing the opposite
of a Copernican Revolution in philosophy:
whereas Copernicus claimed that the Earth
was not the centre of the universe, Kant recentered philosophy upon humanity as the
centre of the universe and thus performed
“a Ptolemaic counter-revolution.” We can go
further than Meillassoux and point out that
Kant was placing a very particular conception of humanity at the centre of his Ptolemaic counter-revolution: the European capitalist subject.

My wager, here, is based on a different understanding of “Enlightenment” that locates
its origin in historical materialism, precisely
what Amin cognizes as a modernity opposed
to modernity. Even still, there are problems
with this methodology despite the fact that,
as I have argued elsewhere, it is a science of
history and revolution. Although the work of
Marx and Engels represents an alter-Enlightenment trajectory since they recognized the
need to carry the project of demystification
into “a ruthless critique of all that exists,”
thus initiating an oppositional modernity, this
project is far from hegemonic. Even though
its own scientific development provides it
with the tools to criticize the Eurocentric aspects it has inherited––as Robert Biel’sEurocentrism and the Communist Movement
has thoroughly excavated––the fact that we
are still living within a capitalist imaginary
that has declared itself the end of history

“Everything sacred is profaned…”

Our understanding of Enlightenment is thus
compromised: on the one hand it seeks to
demystify human relations with the cosmos,
on the other hand and in the name of Enlightenment it seeks to recentre a conception of
humanity embedded in every capitulation to
the state of affairs. Kant was no enemy of European colonialism and what would become
the doctrine of capitalist mastery.5 If humanity had emerged from a “self-incurred infancy” then it was only a European humanity in
the midst of other peoples conceived of as
infantile, incapable of reason, and moreover
it was European men. The Enlightenment
was indeed locked within a very patriarchal
12
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conception of knowledge acquisition as
even Horkheimer and Adorno recognized.
(Horkheimer and Adorno, 2001: 4) If Kant was
truly devoted to the potential of demystification of the Enlightenment mobilized he
would have gone further and recognized
that part of this “self-incurred infancy” was to
disenchant class, nation, property, race, and
gender. Over 200 years after Kant attempted to conceptualize the meaning of Enlightenment some of its worst proponents, who
speak its name in order to justify conservative ideology, are still trapped in the 18th
century with Kant, acting as if science and
human reason haven’t changed since this
period. For these thinkers––the Jordan Petersons and Sam Harrises––Enlightenment
is a static concept, an especial European
event that occurred two and a half centuries
ago. This mythologizing of the European Enlightenment is thus entirely immodern.
Marx and Engels’ declaration of “everything
sacred is profaned,” however, demonstrates
a radical understanding of Enlightenment.
They understood the opening presented by
the modernity unleashed by capitalism and,
with this understanding, pushed it towards
its most radical expression: a modernity critical of modernity, and Enlightenment critical of Enlightenment. Although these bourgeois thinkers had torn asunder the veil of
religious mystification they still had not gone
far enough to demystify the social relations
within which they were embedded. Enlightenment thus becomes the business of the
oppressed masses, those who make history.
In the Preface to the second edition of Eurocentrism Samir Amin describes a dilemma
produced by the modernity still determined
by the European Enlightenment: either to accept the culturalism of European civilization
and its descendants, which masquerades
as universal, or a post-modernist position
that rejects universalism for a multiplicity of
particularities that are also culturalisms. In
opposition to this dilemma Amin suggests
“that we begin with a view of modernity as a
still incomplete process, which will only be
able to go beyond the mortal crisis it is now

undergoing through the reinvention of universal values.” (Amin, 2009: 8-9) Hence, the
solution to the impasse presented by the Eurocentric cantonment of modernity is not to
seek bastion in culturalist mystification but,
rather, to push the envelope of modernity. If
the European Enlightenment could not finish the project of modernity because it was
unwilling to demystify the foundations of imperialist capitalism, then we must go further.
By profaning everything that is socially sacrosanct, whether it be Eurocentrism or some
other pseudo-Enlightenment nonsense that
reifies the ruling class, we will “turn over a
new leaf… work out new concepts, and try to
set afoot a new [human].” (Fanon, 1963: 315)
NOTES
1 For example, although the Ionian Enlightenment sought natural explanations for
natural phenomena, the level of productive forces in the ancient world was such
that the “naturalistic” explanations of Thales
could never possess the scientific salience
as those provided by Newton or Darwin. The
Arab/Islamic Enlightenment (which included thinkers such as Ibn Khaldun, Tajik, and
Ibn Sina), however, was a direct precursor
to the European Enlightenment, particular
since the knowledge taken from the former by the latter’s conquests would inform
the development of modernity. The distinction between these two “Enlightenments”,
though, was that the European variant was
intertwined as it was with the rise of capitalism which gave it a strength and breadth
that the Arab/Islamic Enlightenment lacked.
2 This is precisely the argument that Ellen
Meiksins Wood puts forward in Eurocentric
Anti-Eurocentrism
(https://www.solidarity-us.org/node/993).
3 Samir Amin has provided the most thorough political economy in this area. Unequal
Development and Class and Nation are his
best works in this regard.
4 See, for example, the Guardian arti13
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cle “Can Colonialism Have Benefits? Look
at Singapore” (https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2018/jan/04/colonialism-work-singapore-postcolonial-british-empire).

nial-apologists).

5 For example, Charles W. Mills’ The Racial
Contract (1997) draws attention to the Eurocentric chauvinism in Kant’s thought.
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CRITICISM OF
ALL THAT EXISTS:
MARXISM AS
SCIENCE
“Communism is at once a complete system of
proletarian ideology and a new social system. It is different from any other ideological
and social systems, and is the most complete, progressive, revolutionary, and rational
system in human history.”
Mao Zedong
According to a significant constellation of
progressive thinkers, theorists, and activists, the theoretical trajectory initiated by
Marx and Engels is intrinsically Eurocentric
and generally irredeemable. This charge is
not new and its monotonous repetition has
made it doctrinaire: Marx and Engels were
white men; Marxism is an Enlightenment
doctrine of progress and thus, like the European Enlightenment (another connected
assumption), is thoroughly colonialist and
imperialist; other non-European theoretical trajectories are usurped even when the
subaltern expresses themselves according
to Marxist categories. Hence, Marxism occupies an exceptional space that renders it a
priori worthy of sacrifice.
At the beginning of Gore Capitalism, Sayak
Valencia writes, implicitly referring to Marxism by referencing Gayatry Spivak: “[w]e do
not seek white discourses ‘nor white men
looking to save brown women from brown
men’; we do not need First World discourses to explain the realities of the g-local Third
World.” (Valencia, 2018: 9) And yet this proclamation does not prevent Valencia from borrowing liberally from the “First World” theories of Foucault and Agamben. Just as Spivak

and Edward Said, who singled out Marxism
for castigation, borrowed from Foucault and
Derrida. Just as Achille Mbembe and Jasbir
Puar also grounded their theory in a hybrid
of post-structuralist and post-Heideggerian
theory while sacrificing Marxism (along with
the liberalism that Marxism, more than the
theory they preserved, fought tooth-and-nail
to eradicate) upon the altar of Eurocentrism.
Those devoted to these theorists, and other thinkers within this family of post-Marxist radicalism, are committed to exposing
Marxism as a novel variant of Enlightenment
Eurocentrism. They perform this exposure,
however, by finding bastion in the post-Enlightenment theories that are not only as European and white as Marx and Engels but,
unlike the founders of historical materialism,
were never committed to the revolutionary
overthrow of the European states of their
time.1
In Habeas Viscus Alexander G. Weheliye
writes:
Foucault’s and Agamben’s ideas
[among others] are frequently invoked
without scrutinizing the historical, philosophical, or political foundations upon
which they are constructed, which bespeaks a broader tendency in which
theoretical formulations by white European thinkers are granted a conceptual
carte blanche… The concepts of Foucault and Agamben are deemed transposable to a variety of spatiotemporal
contexts because the authors do not
not speak from an explicitly radicalized
viewpoint (in contradistinction to nonwhite scholars who have written about
racial slavery, colonialism, indigenous
genocide, etc.), which lends their ideas
more credibility and, once again, displaces minority discourse. (Weheliye,
2014: 6)
Although Weheliye holds that Marxism is
guilty of the same errors, he also diagnoses
the problem behind its doctrinaire dismissal.
The entirety of Habeas Viscus is about the
15
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ways in which the strain of critical theory that
bases itself on non-Marxian “radical” traditions is intensely Eurocentric but pretends
otherwise due to its uncritical adoption of
these theoretical toolboxes. Furthermore,
though Weheliye does work a number of
these concepts back into his own theoretical approach he does not treat them as any
more or less correct than concepts drawn
from Marxist theory, nor does he single out
Marxism as being somehow more Eurocentric than other theories originating from Europe.
My position, however, which is the position
of multiple revolutionary movements and
the great world historical revolutions, is that
we cannot be ecumenical. Whereas today’s
chic critical theorists uphold a variety of
post-Marxist European theoretical tendencies so as to dismiss and castigate Marx, I
uphold Marxism to castigate these theoretical tendencies. I am not claiming, to be clear,
that we cannot borrow from some of the insights of these tendencies but only that, as
tendencies, they are theoretically inferior to
Marxism regardless of the latter’s purported flaws. Weheliye reduces every European
theoretical tendency to the same state of
“white European thinkers [who] are granted
a carte blanche” but, in this reduction, misses a key point: it is only the Marxist tendency
that can account for and surmount this carte
blanche, thus necessarily generating theoretical offspring critical of its erroneous aspects, because of what it is: a science.
That is, the reason why those of us who are
committed to Marxism can and should uphold this commitment in the face of other theoretical tendencies is because the
theoretical trajectory initiated by Marx and
Engels, which goes by the name of historical materialism, was one that was scientific.
Unlike the so-called “radical” theories generated by or drawn upon its discontents,
historical materialism is not a mere quirk of
the humanities based on some academic’s
thoughts about reality translated into an intriguing terminological set. Rather it is a nat-

ural explanation of natural phenomena that
has generated a truth procedure and thus
falls within the gamut of science. And it is
precisely this claim that has made Marxism
the scapegoat of those theories that, from
their very inception, have also sought to destabilize and usurp the very conception of a
historical/social science.
1) The unfashionable claim
The claim “Marxism is a science” is immediately controversial. On the one hand it
summons those odd reactions to the category of science where the category itself is
treated as either oppressive or at least as
theoretically identical to the categories of
religion and spirituality. On the other hand it
provokes the ire of those who think that all
claims to the status of science outside of the
so-called “hard sciences” (physics, biology,
chemistry) are beyond the pale of those who
theorize history and society: both reactionaries who preserve this contemporary notion
of science as “hard science” and humanities
scholars who agree with the distinction but
seek to defend their privileged domain.
But if our first task in understanding an object of inquiry is to understand what it is, what
makes it distinct from other objects, then we
cannot dismiss the claims of Marxism’s initiators, Marx and Engels, or the claims of its
greatest successive theorists at the forefront
of world historical revolution who asserted it
as a distinct field of inquiry intended to be
a science. Historical materialism was developed and constructed as a science (a science of history and society, ultimately a science of revolution) and not as a philosophy,
sociology, theology, or any other possible
category of human experience that, as the
science of history and society, it necessarily
absorbed.
Reactionaries and liberals who reject Marxism because they laugh at the notion that it
could ever claim to be a science might understand what is at stake. Karl Popper theorized science so as to exclude Marxism and
place it on the same level as the failed sci16
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entific attempts of Freud and psychoanalysis. As I have pointed out elsewhere, though,
Popper unintentionally rendered a small
service to Marxism thanks to his unscientific
grasp of social categories: his conceptualization of falsifiability did not exclude historical materialism from the privileged domain
of the sciences but, because he was too lazy
to grasp Marxism as a historical process,
cinched its inclusion. Historical materialism
can indeed lay claim to falsifiability (and its
inverse, “testability”) as one of its criteria for
scientific veracity: revolutions are the crucibles in which the unfolding theoretical terrain is tested and where its hypotheses can
possibly be rendered false––and this is how
we judge its development as a discrete science.
I discussed the concept of revolutions (particularly “world historical” revolutions) as
the crucible or laboratory of the science in
Continuity and Rupture. Simply put theories
are put to the test in these revolutions and
their veracity is established based on their
successes and the repeatability of these
successes (i.e. for example, the theory of the
vanguard party has been proved correct because it was not only successful but has been
repeated) but, like all sciences, meet their
limits when they encounter problems the
development to date of the theory cannot
solve. Similarly, the Newtonian conception
of physics reached limits and failed to answer the questions its problematic encountered, hence the necessity of the Einsteinian
paradigm shift. Of course the analogy of the
laboratory, like all analogies, is imperfect
because the limits reached by a theoretical
sequence in revolutionary science are not
experienced like the limits reached by the
physicist or biologist. For revolutionary science encountering problems that cannot be
solved by the theoretical terrain to date in
the “laboratory” of class struggle results in
violent catastrophe.
Here I am not interested in explaining the
reasons why historical materialism is a science, or how we should understand it as a
science, because I have already discussed

this in The Communist Necessity, Continuity
and Rupture, and various articles. My focus
in this treatise is what is rendered onto Marxism as a theory, as opposed to other theories,
if it is a science and how this understanding,
if it is correct, invites us to understand Marxism. If it is indeed a science, and elsewhere
I have provided good reasons (along with
reasons given by Marx and other theorists)
to presume this is the case, then it cannot
be held to the same standard that should be
levelled at other theories from continental
Europe but, as Weheliye points out, have not.
Unfortunately, to claim that Marxism is a science encounters a refusal amongst numerous contemporary Marxists as I discovered
with the reception of The Communist Necessity. There are Marxists who now find what
was once essential to their theoretical terrain
controversial. They have adapted to a situation that is suspicious of scientific claims but
simultaneously projects scientific authority
only into the domains of physics, biology,
chemistry, and mathematics. In this context
claims to scientific authority made outside of
the privileged domains are treated with suspicion. Thus, claiming that Marxism is a science, which was once the very meaning of
Marxism, becomes dubious––especially so
in a post-Enlightenment context, as we shall
later discuss, where some strains of “radical”
theory question scientific authority in general. In any case, Marxism passes into the
universe of the so-called humanities. A privileged site, to be sure, for those who think
Marxism is correct, and yet there is no longer
any reason to uphold its correctness as superior to other theories encountered within
the gamut of “the humanities”. As a theoretical terrain it was only historical materialism’s
claim to scientific meaning that made it distinct and even able to survive charges of Eurocentrism, superseding them in a way that
other theoretical tendencies cannot.
But as I stated in Continuity and Rupture:
Those Marxists who reject the category
of “scientific” have no legitimate reason
to privilege historical materialism be17
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cause they cannot say why it is superior
outside of theoretical taste. Although
it might be the case we need to define
science according to an older sense of
the term, or maybe just content ourselves with the qualifier of “scientific approach”, we can only dispense with this
distinction and retain the significance
of historical materialism by playing with
semantics. (Moufawad-Paul, 2016: xiii)
That is, it makes no sense to declare ourselves Marxist, and thus insist that Marxism
is superior to other social theories, when we
dispense with the qualifier of scientific. By
what means is historical materialism superior to some post-structuralist or post-Heideggerian body of theory, especially if they are
all guilty of intersecting with Eurocentrism?
Clearly personal taste is no justification since,
like the preference of strawberries over bananas, it does not provide a meaningful reason to accept one option over another. Appealing to philosophical efficacy might be
more meaningful but, aside from placing the
dilemma again under the critique of Weheliye and others that ecumenically reduce all
European social theory to the same problem, it again dodges the essential meaning
of Marxism that was wagered against philosophical reduction.
As I argue in my upcoming Demarcation
and Demystification, Marx broke from philosophy-qua-philosophy when he broke
from Feuerbach, signaling this break in the
11th thesis on Feuerbach. One of the greatest line struggles of Marx’s time, in fact,
was waged over the meaning of science in
the social sphere, articulated in Engels’ Anti-Duhring which Marx edited. To claim that
Marxism was not really a science, or that it
can be recuperated as a social theory outside of the bounds of science, is to do serious damage to the object of inquiry and
in fact make it non-Marxist. Although there
are many aspects of the Marxist theoretical
terrain that can be––and have been––debated, removed, and transformed, there are
primary aspects that make it what it is and

that the deletion of which would transform
it into something else. Moreover, it is only
by understanding Marxism as a science that
we are able to coherently grasp its development and transformation. Rather than seeing
the multiple trajectories of Marxism as a series of options that we can pick and choose
from like a wardrobe filled with costumes,
a scientific perspective allows us to understand why trajectory x is more theoretically
sound than trajectory y. Thus we can understand that the deletion of class struggle
constitutes “revisionism” since it rejects the
foundational thesis of historical materialism,
that history is history because of the struggle between social classes––this is a scientific assessment. The claim that Marxism can
remain Marxism without being a science is a
denial of this theoretical terrain’s fundamental identity, deeper even than the denial of
class struggle which itself can be assessed
scientifically. The very thesis of class struggle was established and categorized according to scientific processes.
To declare Marxism as a science, then, is the
only way to declare oneself Marxist. Such
a declaration is what allows us to preserve
our Marxism against the insipid charges of
Eurocentrism and Marx’s whiteness. Unlike
the similar charges that can and should be
levelled against those theories many critics of Marxism use without submitting them
to the same critique, Marxism can survive
and supersede these criticisms because it
is a science. After all, it does not matter if
Newton was a white European when we talk
about the mechanical theory of gravity: what
comes up must come down regardless of
colonialism.
2) The troubled trajectory of scientific totalization
As aforementioned there is the tendency to
deny science altogether as a privileged domain of investigation. Innumerable anti-Enlightenment theoretical tendencies have expended a lot of energy to relegate the very
conception of science to a narrative of total18
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izing violence. Science is conceptualized as
a European notion bound up with the predatory aspects of the Enlightenment, murderous because of its universal claims. Hence,
Marxism’s claim to scientific authority should
indeed undermine the significance of Marxism if we hold that any claim to scientific authority is essentially colonial and murderous.
But let us be honest: despite the fact that
such anti-scientific arguments are chic in
some quarters of academia, those who make
them are not devoted to them in everyday
practice; they must necessarily promote a
variety of inconsistencies. Unless those making these arguments refuse to visit a doctor
or hospital in their lifetime, choose to live
their life according to horoscope charts,2 and
dispense with the instruments that science
has provided (computers, smart phones,
etc.) they are being dishonest.3 There are indeed anti-vaxxers and primitivists who are
truly dedicated to the rejection of modern
science and these anti-Enlightenment academics don’t seem interested in joining their
ranks. As a side note it is worth investigating the popularity of the anti-Enlightenment
extreme amongst privileged white North
American populations––why is it that the
whitest and wealthiest populations are those
who are mainly embracing this anti-scientific nonsense and why do they like to pretend
that this anti-science is in fact scientific?
There is no question that scientific progress in various fields is mediated by the ruling class, but this mediation does not make
this progress untrue; it makes it inaccessible
and distorted. And this is precisely what the
Marxist analysis of social phenomena has
demystified and why, in that throwaway footnote of The German Ideology, Marx and Engels spoke of recognizing only the science
of history. But none of this changes the fact
that science does things that are repeatable,
and that to reject science because of some
perceived Eurocentrism doesn’t matter in
the least. There are artifacts produced from
scientific knowledge that we use on a daily
basis and we can rely on them because the

principles established through scientific investigation are true. The smart phone functions according to clear scientific principles,
for example, and not because of wishful
thinking. Magical versions of this technology
do not exist and will never exist.
In fact, to claim that science is “wrong” because capitalism holds the monopoly on its
development, or that some principles were
established in the period of bourgeois mastery and thus were used for vile purposes,
lends credence to the asinine and laughable
claims made by capitalist ideologues where
socialists are called “hypocrites” for using
technologies produced under the dominance of bourgeois social relations. Just as
bourgeois relations of production obscure
the fact that productive forces are developed also by the proletariat under the command of these productive relations, many
of the scientific advancements made in
tandem with the development of European
colonialism and capitalism were only possible because of scientific knowledge stolen
from subjugated populations. Colonial ideologues claimed that non-Europeans were
“primitive” and only European men could be
rational and scientific; they promoted this lie
while appropriating and exploiting knowledge from those they colonized and murdered.
There is, of course, a more nuanced version of this anti-science discourse that
shifts the blame from science in general to
the European Enlightenment. Derived from
post-modern/post-structuralist philosophy,
particularly the work of Michel Foucault, this
variant of anti-science calls into question all
discoveries made during early modernity
because of the evils of colonialism and early
capitalism. The focus is on the “totalizing” aspect of the Enlightenment, the ways in which
other knowledges have been excluded,
rather than wallowing in an explicit rejection
of science in general. Although it is indeed
the case that the social relations that were
in command during the European Enlightenment did distort the application and inten19
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tion of scientific investigation, once again the
problem is not the scientific principles that
were established but the ways in which they
were established and the class monopolization of scientific reason. More importantly,
Marxism itself reveals this truth: all scientific
work, due to the fact that scientists occupy
class positions, is affected by ideology.4 Enlightenment science, though still successful
in producing key developments of scientific truth, was indeed hampered by the colonial-capitalist ideology of that conjuncture.
As I argued in my essay Radiating Disaster
Triumphant, a proper understanding of the
Enlightenment and modernity––following
Amin’s claim the Marxism represents a “modernity critical of modernity”––allows us to
better understand what was happening rather than making claims as equally “totalizing”
as this kind of dismissal of Enlightenment
thought. In any case, this more “nuanced”
anti-science position is not as distinct from
the explicitly anti-science position as its adherents imagine since the result is often the
same. Scientific principles, if they succeed
in being established as scientific principles
and withstand the historical tests, are correct regardless of the ideological distortions
surrounding their emergence. Natural selection remains correct (as far as we know and
at this point) regardless of Darwin’s European chauvinism, and the existence of antibiotics confirms that this is the case. At the same
time those of us who are historical materialists are keenly aware that Darwin did not
remain unaffected by the ruling ideas of the
ruling class. Thus, the language he used to
describe the motor of evolution, lifted as it
was from Malthus’ theory of populations,
easily loaned itself to Herbert Spencer’s Social Darwinism. (Sapp, 2003: 52-54)5Although
Spencer has been relegated to academic ignominy his distant theoretical progeny, such
as Evolutionary Psychology, remain at large.
But it is historical materialism, which is the
science of the social, that allows us to rigorously trace the distinction between science
and ideology as well as the ways in which
these two domains codetermine each other.

Moreover, claims that there are other knowledges that have been excluded by the dominant scientific narrative does not prove that
science-qua-science is incorrect––as the
artifacts the latter produces immediately demonstrates. At best such claims only
demonstrate that the colonial-capitalist
monopoly on scientific investigation has excluded just as much as it has appropriated
and that it could stand to learn more from
the research of others: we know this is correct since environmental scientists have discovered that there are indeed suppressed
knowledges of numerous Indigenous populations that prove the possibility of living
sustainable lives. At worst, however, claims
about excluded knowledge traditions can
lead to unqualified endorsements of culturalist mystification. Just because a truth claim
is made by a colonized or formerly colonized
population does not make it correct, no more
than the various anti-scientific truth claims
made by colonizing populations (i.e. Six Day
Creationism, anti-vaccination, “chem-trails”,
ethno-nationalism, conservative conceptions of gender and sex, etc.), and thus it is
not always wrong that science excludes
some knowledges. Indeed, science necessarily has to exclude those truth claims that
are proven wrong regardless of their origin.
This does not mean that scientific investigation, because of the influence of the ideological instance, might not wrongly exclude
truths due to a scientist’s devotion to various
social dogma, only that other times the exclusion is correct. Only Christian fundamentalists would argue that we are not better off
for the exclusion of Six Day Creationism from
the discipline of biology.
Moreover, this appeal to culturalism is something that the important revolutionary theorists of oppressed peoples already rejected
generations ago, and we would do well to
learn from this past. Frantz Fanon rigorously
critiqued this culturalism in The Wretched of
the Earth. Abdulrahman Babu castigated Julius Nyerere’s cultural nationalism in African
Socialism or Socialist Africa, and it is worth
pointing out that while Babu led the revolu20
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tion in Zanzibar, Nyerere with his appeal to
culturalist truths worked with the US and
Britain to suppress and destroy this revolution. (Wilson, 2013) Samir Amin, having observed the currents of Third World struggle
before and after the Bandung Conference,
would conclude in numerous books that this
kind of anti-scientific culturalism was a serious threat to any anti-colonial/anti-imperialist movement.
These modern rearticulations of culturalism, along with the anti-scientific and anti-Enlightenment claims, coalesce to deny
the importance of Marxism. Indeed, these
complaints are usually raised in response
to Marxism, treating it as the cause célèbre
to be overthrown, mobilizing arguments
opposed to science and the European Enlightenment––as well as appeals to cultural nationalism––mainly to attack Marxism.
That is, the vast majority of such claims are
wagered only against the existence of Marxism so as to explain why Marxism (and socalled “Marxplaining”, a pithy term circulating across social media) is outdated and
erroneous. The fact that Marxism is singled
out from the rest of Enlightenment thought,
when it was in fact critical of the Enlightenment, as well as the rest of science––so as
to reject science––reveals more about these
strains of anti-scientific theory. They are
more concerned with opposing the Marxist conception of revolution, and the history
wherein this concept was articulated, than
anything else. Why do so many radicals who
live according to the law of gravity, who have
no problem accepting that smartphones and
internal combustion engines work and not
by magical principles, suddenly start making
grand pronouncements about the veracity
of science, that are substantially identical
to those made by anti-vaxxers and Six Day
Creationists, when they encounter Marxism?
Clearly something else is going on, and this
something is an antipathy to what Marxism
represents.

3) Exceptional spaces
There is an exceptional space of antipathy in
which Marxism is placed by those thinkers
and theorists devoted to the philosophical
trends that came after Marxism, could not
have existed without Marxism, and whose
foundational identity is a resistance to Marxism’s long shadow. If such antipathy is warranted because of the European origins of
Marx, we must again repeat that the charge
is inconsistent: the even more pernicious Europeanness of the post-Marxist constellation
of theory is generally ignored or dismissed.
Moreover, the fact that Nietzsche and Heidegger are often the theoretical inspiration for
this post-Marxist milieu (the former for Foucault and Lyotard, the latter for Derrida and
Agamben), the exceptional antipathy accorded to Marxism by these traditions that
claim to be emancipatory becomes quite
strange. Nietzsche and Heidegger seem to
be odd choices for non-Eurocentric alternatives to Marxism: the former was a consummate bourgeois European with nothing but
hatred for the “slave morality” of the masses;
the latter was a committed member of the
Nazi party. What Nietzsche and Heidegger
share as alternative theoretical origin points
from the Marxist tradition, though, is that
they did not speak in the language of science, i.e. totalization, and in fact abjured this
language for their own fragmented or ontological approaches, respectively. That which
attempts to totalize is necessarily predatory;
that which rejects totalization or rejects the
European Enlightenment is conversely treated as progressive. A displacement happens
where words such as “colonization” are used
to refer to these totalizing narratives rather
than the real-world event of colonialism; the
concrete solidity of the latter usage melts
into the air of the former’s metaphorical register. Marxism is forced to bear the charge of
Eurocentrism whereas these other tendencies––despite relying on a consummate Eurocentric bourgeois apologist’s fragmentary
narratives and a Nazi’s radical ontology––
are accorded respect because of their sup21
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posed break with Enlightenment thought.
How did we get here?
Let us return to that core claim of Marxism
without which it would be meaningless as a
theoretical tendency: historical materialism
is a science. Again, since I have articulated
the reasons why this claim is meaningful
elsewhere I see no reason to repeat myself
here. Rather, taking the statement “historical materialism is a science” as axiomatic, I
want to explore why this sets it apart from
other theoretical tendencies that purport to
be radically progressive. Specifically, I want
to discuss why it is this claim and this claim
only that allows contemporary Marxists to
ground themselves in this theoretical terrain.
First of all, and as aforementioned, the critique that Marxism is Eurocentric (and the
more vulgar critique that Marx was a white
European man) extend also to the majority of
theoretical tendencies that are relied upon
to make this critique in the first place. Edward Said’s critique of Marx’s Eurocentrism
in Orientalism, for example, is paradigmatic
of the “post-colonial” rejection of Marxism.
That is, Said’s critique of Marx’s early and
uninformed journalistic writings on India––
which were indeed terribly Eurocentric––
results in a hasty generalization of Marx’s
entire project. “Marx was concerned with
vindicating his own theses on socio-economic revolution,” writes Said, “but in part
also he seems to have had easy resource
to a massed body of writing, both internally consolidated by Orientalism and put forward by it beyond the field, that controlled
any statement made about the Orient.” (Said,
1979: 155)6 The implication is that Marxism is
internally flawed since a large part of its justification is based on misreading the social,
particularly non-European social formations.
Although Said accuses Marx of orientalism,
to his credit he somewhat pulls his punches when it comes to Marxism as a whole.
Considering that he draws upon the work
of Marxists such as Antonio Gramsci, Louis Althusser, and Anwar Abdel-Malek (who
coined the term “orientalism”) he cannot

dismiss the theoretical terrain out of hand.
Rather, it is the post-colonialists following
Said who would use his critique of Marx to
attack Marxism as a whole. The fact that
Said privileged a Foucauldian analysis while
attacking Marx would arm the post-colonial
critique of Marxist logocentrism.7 This privileging of Foucault over Marx, where the latter was guilty of orientalism and the former
was an abstract and untroubled theorist, is
significant. Why is it that Said privileges a
Foucauldian hermeneutics while side-lining Gramsci’s and Abdel-Malek’s Marxism
through the centrality of Foucault? Foucault
was also a European thinker and it is odd
that he would receive a pass, contributing to
the central theoretical method of Said’s criticism, considering that his work in itself functions to exclude the experience of colonization and racialization. Marx and Engels, for all
their mistakes, at least spoke of the depredations of colonialism and slavery, connecting these processes to capitalism. Foucault,
on the other hand, rarely thought of racialization/racism (the only thoughts about this
appear in Society Must Be Defended) and
only spoke of colonization figuratively, rather than as a real world process, as the ways
in which totalizing narratives capture and
suppress genealogical fragments. (Weheliye, 2014: 58)8 Although Foucault’s failure
to comprehend and address the real world
history of European colonialism does not by
itself render his concepts useless––they can
and have been appropriated and rearticulated by successive radical theorists such as
Said––it should lead us to wonder why his
theoretical output, along with other similar
European non-Marxist thinkers, has been
given a pass whereas Marxism, which does
have a history of directly addressing these
problematics, has not.
If Marxism is not a science then it would
not necessarily be any worse than these
post-Marxist theoretical tendencies. Although its relationship to the European Enlightenment might render it suspicious, such
a suspicion was only amplified by these other European theories that were themselves
22
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indebted, and in fact far less critical in many
respects, to the boundaries of Fortress Europe. Following Weheliye we should at least
be ecumenical with our criticism and subject
these non-Marxist European radicals to the
same criticism of Eurocentrism. And if this is
the case then the Marxist terrain (if it is not
understood as scientific) cannot be superior to other theories, whereas it is not inferior either (since those same theories fall, as
Weheliye points out, to the criticism of eurocentrism) to the theories most often used
to dismiss Marxism. Thus the charge that
“Marxism is Eurocentric” which is made by
those who rely on Foucault, Derrida, Agamben, and other similar thinkers is internally
inconsistent. At the same time, however, if
Marxism is rendered no more or less significant than these other theoretical tendencies
then Marxism does not really matter: it passes into the realm of one hermeneutic among
many, a possible option in a mix-and-match
smorgasbord of theory. There is no reason
for those Marxists who abjure the adjective of science to be Marxist. After all, what
makes Marxism any better than another theoretical option––what secures its legitimacy
within the constellation of humanities where
there are multiple theoretical tendencies all
intent on describing, with their own linguistic
toolbox, the same phenomenal universe?
My contention, which is the contention of
classical Marxism, is that the only thing that
secures and grounds the legitimacy of socio-historical critique is a science that can
generate the concrete operations necessary
to demystify and explain the social and historical. If we do not accept this axiom as the
basis of Marxism then there is no reason to
treat Marxism as any more meaningful than
other theoretical approaches concerned
with the same socio-historical phenomena. At the very least we can treat Marxism
as no less important than those tendencies
that are used to critique it, but without the
qualification of science there is no reason to
pretend it is any more significant than what
even those Marxists who reject the qualification of “science” hope to critique. That is, we

cannot critique competing theoretical tendencies as Marxists in a meaningful sense if
we do not respect the scientific meaning of
our theoretical terrain––this would be akin to
critiquing astrology from the position of astronomy while simultaneously asserting that
the latter is not superior because of its status
as a science.
Accepting that Marxism is scientific does
not, by the very condition of science, mean
that we are unable to criticize the erroneous
positions of Marx, Engels, and other theorists within this terrain. In fact, according to
the very concept, the opposite is the case:
a science stands above and beyond its theoretical contributors. We know, for example,
that Darwin was a racist just as we also know
that this undeniable fact does not mean that
the theory of natural selection is racist, let
alone incorrect. Recognizing Darwin’s racism, however, allows us to distinguish between the scientific aspects of his work from
those ideological aspects, with the latter being justly castigated and discarded whereas
the former are upheld. There is a reason that
The Descent of Man has been of little scientific use (it is by-and-large racism masquerading as science) whereas On The Origin of
the Species initiates the discipline of biology.
And though it is indeed the case that the scientific study of biology can be used in the
interest of ruling class ideology, it is not the
case that the theory of natural selection is
“wrong”––there are antibiotics and vaccinations that exist and work directly as a result
of this theory.
Moreover, it is the science of historical materialism that first generated the theoretical
approach that permits us to understand the
ideological instance, the ways in which the
ruling ideas of the ruling class can distort our
understanding and knowledge production.
Historical materialism teaches us that “every science… is constantly submitted to the
onslaught of existing ideologies.” (Althusser,
2011: 12)9 Such an insight, which is repeatable and concrete, is what allows Marxism
to make the same distinction between sci23
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ence and ideology within its own theoretical
terrain. “What goes for the sciences holds
in the first place for historical materialism
itself, which is a science among others and
holds no privilege of immunity in this matter.” (Ibid.) For example, the fact that Robert
Biel could write Eurocentrism and the Communist Movement so as to critique the Eurocentrism within the history of communism
from a Marxist perspective ––and expose
this history better than post-Marxist thinkers
have ever done–– speaks to the strength of
the science. As aforementioned, we have a
name for the ideological distortion of Marxism: revisionism. Hence, just as Newton was
subjected to gravity, the theorists of historical materialism are subjected to class struggle.
Other theoretical tendencies that seek to
displace Marxism are incapable of this recursive movement. For example, criticizing
Derrida from a Derridian perspective results
in an infinite regress of language games:
reading the limits of his theory of différance
according to the concept of différance produces incoherence rather than insight. There
is nothing foundationally significant about
these radical theoretical tendencies that
seek to displace Marxism, a characteristic that many of them in fact celebrate. The
opposition to the language of universality,
to concrete foundations, to that totalizing
Enlightenment narrative that is named “science” is precisely what these alternative tendencies seek to displace.
But it is the claim that Marxism is a science
that allows Marxists to expropriate notions
generated by other theoretical tendencies
and repurpose them. Indeed, Marxism has
a history of borrowing and transforming
non-scientific notions from other theoretical tendencies. For instance, Marx borrowed
from Smith and Ricardo just as Lenin would
later borrow from Hobson and Hilferding. Every science has promoted the expropriation
of non-scientific/pre-scientific fields; hence
modern particle physics begins with the expropriation of the ancient notion of the atom.
The notion is transformed under the rubric

of modern science, however, and this transformation is significant because it generates
the kind of meaning that non-scientific approaches cannot.
And yet the rejection of Marxism is often
premised on the rejection of Enlightenment
thought that speaks in the name of science.
That is, Marxism is dismissed as old-fashioned and Eurocentric precisely because it
has articulated itself as a science. There is a
strangeness underlying this criticism since,
as aforementioned, those who make it are
not as a whole opposed to scientific claims
(they benefit from science, they would not
choose to receive brain surgery from someone practicing holistic medicine whatever
they might say in theory), and so we must ask
why is Marxism singled out over and above
the so-called hard sciences? Such a perspective mimics the claims made by reactionary STEM academics who refuse to conceive of the possibility that anything outside
of physics, biology, chemistry, math, and engineering can qualify as properly scientific.
More than this: the targeting of Marxism as a
monstrous outgrowth of the Enlightenment
functions to quarantine the only theoretical
tendency that can generate a revolutionary
critique of business as usual, the predatory
business inherited by the bourgeois containment of modernity.
Thus, in the face of this theoretical collapse
of theoretical reasoning (since the only theoretical tendency capable of critiquing reality
is Marxism) we must reassert the scientific
legacy of Marxism. This legacy is not the inheritance of academics and petty-bourgeois
intellectuals, however, but belongs to the
wretched of the earth. The science of historical materialism judged as a total theoretical terrain that incorporates the great molar
movements––from Marx, through Lenin, and
then through Mao––is a weapon for the proletarian movement. All attempts to blunt this
weapon or relegate it to the dusty shelves
of antiquity coincide, regardless of intention,
with the ruling class desire to neutralize its
potential gravedigger.
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4) On revolutionary science
In Socialism: Utopian and Scientific Engels
summarizes the essential concerns of the
Marxist project by demarcating it from what
it is not. Rather than being simply a philosophy where socialism is presented as an ethical prescription ––a more just and modern
version of Plato’s Republic, a more reasonable future state than what the empiricists
or utilitarians promised–– socialism is instead derived as a necessity following the
scientific assessment of the past and present. Philosophical socialism is a utopian approach to the problematic of history/society
where “every old traditional notion was flung
into the lumber room as irrational; the world
had hitherto allowed itself to be led solely by
prejudices; everything in the past deserved
only pity and contempt. Now, for the first
time, appeared the light of day, the kingdom
of reason; henceforth superstition, injustice,
privilege, oppression, were to be superseded by eternal truth, eternal right, equality
based on nature and the inalienable rights of
man.” (Engels, 1998: 32) The socialism aimed
at by the Marxist approach, however, is not
directed by the utopian sentiment of “inalienable rights” or “the kingdom of reason.”
The pre-Marxist utopian fantasy, which projected the highest moral aspirations of the
bourgeois order into a stable future, is logically identical to imagining the mechanical
19th century principles of physics projected
unto the future: a fiction that, at best, gives
us only a glimpse of emancipation. 19th century physicists could not call themselves
“scientists” if they just imagined future technologies, projecting present values into a
temporally distant state of affairs. H.G. Wells
and Jules Verne produced late 19th century Science Fiction but they did not produce
science.
Here it is worth pointing out that those claims
that relegate Marxism to a purely Enlightenment status fail to recognize that Marxism’s
claim to science is premised on a rejection of
the authority of the dominant aspects of Enlightenment philosophy. Utopian socialism

perfectly represents Enlightenment thought
due to its idealization of a kingdom of reason
derived from the most ideal expression of
bourgeois social relations. But this approach
to socialism is about as practically useful
as writing a novel about future technology.
What Marxism did was historicize philosophy, including Enlightenment philosophy, in
a scientific manner that revealed the class
ideology behind all “rational” claims about
morality and political meaning. In order to
understand a socialist politics concretely
––in order to actually pursue this politics––
meant that appealing to abstract notions of
Reason and Man were as meaningful as Plato’s appeal to the Form of Justice since both
were generated by the class composition of
their respective modes of production, as are
all political-moral judgements right up to
contemporary articulations of political philosophy.
Hence, the radicality of historical materialism as a science is that, it can be understood according to the following criteria that
function simultaneously: i) in every period
of its development (because like any scientific terrain it does develop) Marxism is historically mediated and limited by time and
space; ii) Marxism’s scientific characteristics
(which are open to the future) mean that it
is also beyond every period in which it finds
itself and can thus hold its own limitations
to account. From its very origins Marxism
was able to push beyond the limits of the
bourgeois directed Enlightenment, holding
Enlightenment thought itself to account by
historicizing it and revealing the class struggle behind the facade of abstract modernity.
Now, following both its own development
and internal controversies, Marxism can perform the same demystifying function for every philosophy and theoretical tendency of
the contemporary era.
Therefore, Marxism stands above those other theoretical tendencies that attempt to replace, supersede, or ignore its influence because it has the potential to do what these
other theories cannot: fully grasp the con25
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crete circumstances of a concrete situation,
demystify historical and social phenomena,
provide the explanatory depth that is missing from these alternative accounts, and
even appropriate aspects of these other accounts into its general methodology. Since
it is able to turn this perspective upon itself
because it has also, like other sciences, developed and transformed according to paradigm shifts and epistemic ruptures, it proves
its strength: it is simultaneously bound by
history and transcendent of history. Historical materialism is limited by the historical
periods in which it is practiced (which is why
Marx and others can make mistakes) while
also possessing the tools to critique this very
thing. It is mediated by history and yet can
also be abstracted from history to make this
very point. It can comprehend the movement
of history while still being within this movement ––like the procedure of physics which
establishes the historical moment of Newton’s law of gravity but also transcends this
moment with Einstein’s transformed theory
of gravity. Other theoretical tendencies that
function to displace Marxism cannot make
the same claims; they are always bound, like
the Utopian Socialists and their kingdom of
reason, to the very circumstances of history that Marxism unveils. Their strongest and
most useful insights are those they have inherited from the Marxist tradition.
Most importantly, though, this science of
Marxism is revolutionary science. If each science possesses a corresponding practice
(i.e. the laboratories and theoretical methods
of chemistry, for example, are particular to
its field), then historical materialism’s practice is revolution. That is, Marxism is not simply an analytical framework used to examine
historical and social phenomena ––though
it is also this–– but only functions as such a
framework inasmuch as it develops according to its fundamental axiom: class struggle
is the motor of history. When Lenin wrote
that “[w]ithout revolutionary theory there can
be no revolutionary movement” (Lenin, 1987:
69) he was not asserting the logical priority
of theory over practice, as this statement is

sometimes read. Rather, the statement was
intended as symmetrical. This symmetry is
attested by Lenin’s disdain for those Marxist thinkers who, like the Utopian Socialists,
were not active in what Marx and Engels
called “the real movement which abolishes
the present state of things.” (Marx and Engels, 1998: 57) Hence it is also the case that
without a revolutionary movement there can
be no theory: practice and theory are different articulations of a singular scientific totality.
The conclusion of Socialism: Utopian and
Scientific makes the above relationship
clear: i) scientific socialism is defined as “the
theoretical expression of the proletarian
movement”; ii) “universal emancipation is the
mission of the modern proletariat”; iii) understanding this “mission” requires both the necessity of action and “a full knowledge of the
[historical] conditions and of the meaning of
the momentous act of revolution.” (Engels,
1998: 75) This science is thus proclaimed as
a revolutionary science that belongs to, and
can only be developed by, “the proletarian
movement.” That is, this science is wagered
as a science if and only if it is intimately linked
to making revolution.
Lest we be dismissed by those competing
theoretical tendencies that imagine that
they alone have theorized the insights of
“intersectionality”––and thus focus on the
qualifier of “proletarian” to accuse Marxism
of a crude class reductionism that excludes
race, gender, etc. from the register of resistance ––we should be clear: the Marxist
tradition has a long history of thinking the
composition of the proletariat beyond economism and workerism. At the same time,
however, “proletarian” is a qualifier that can
only be dismissed by those who refuse a scientific understanding of human existence.
Whatever the composition of this proletariat
might be ––however it is clearly determined
by multiple structures of oppression–– any
honest and empirical assessment of reality must conclude that, when we look at the
entire world, the majority of humans toil
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under violent conditions of exploitation so
that a minority of the global population can
possess less vulnerable and more enriched
lives.
Thus to grasp the meaning of social reality
in totality is only possible through that “ruthless criticism of all that exists,” the science
that first demystified social-historical phenomena to theorize the historical instantiations of class struggle, the modes of production, through which all forms of oppression
(as well as ideologies, states, institutions,
and life in general) are articulated and mediated. Although the multiple post-Marxist
philosophical detours disdain the notion of
grasping social reality in its totality,10 there is
no reason to accept this critique as justified
beyond its status as an academic fad that
was generated in the latter days of the Cold
War.11 Most importantly, though, these detours have produced nothing significant beyond an endless and increasingly arcane interpretation of social phenomena ––the very
thing that Marx already accused philosophy
of doing in the 11th thesis on Feuerbach! The
point is to “change the world” which is more
than just an analysis of the status of affairs
in its totality. Beyond the theorization of history and society historical materialism also
generates theories of revolutionary strategy
and organization, just as physics and biology generate their respective instruments or
laboratories. This is where science begins
and non-scientific theory ends.
Addendum
What it means for Marxism to be a science
––to be apprehended and practiced as a science–– is often a poorly neglected region of
investigation even amongst Marxists. It is not
enough to assert that Marxism is a science
but to practice that science and to develop
as theoreticians; part of this practice and development (best undertaken within a revolutionary movement) is to understand why it is
a science and what it meansto pursue it as a
science.

We have already discussed the error that
results from dispensing with the notion of
science altogether, an error that reduces
it to the same theoretical level of multiple
post-Marxist and/or anti-Marxist theories
while simultaneously promoting eclecticism. Such an error is behind the multiple
academic exhortations to pick-and-choose
amongst various expressions of Marxism
without caring to pursue the kind of theoretical consistency demanded by the sciences.
A rigorous investigation of the foundations
of the science thus becomes unnecessary
because, perceived as non-scientific, the
foundations are interesting only as historical
curiosities.
There is another error, however, that results
from an impoverished understanding of science: Marxist Scientism. That is, there are
those Marxists who agree that Marxism is
indeed a science but ––lacking a clear understanding of what a science is and what
makes Marxism a science–– treat historical
materialism as a kind of religious dogma.
This perspective, which is precisely what numerous post-Marxist theories have erected
as the straw-person of Marxism as a whole,
treats Marxism as a perfect doctrine that,
like the book of Revelations, can explain the
past, present, and future as long as it is interpreted correctly. Marxism is thus reduced
to a theology; hermeneutical practice is
mistaken as scientific acumen. We thus encounter a variety of self-proclaimed Marxist “experts” who use the term “science” to
justify their dogmatic appreciation of Marxism, specifically their expertise in classical
Marxist texts ––the latter of which they use
to demonstrate their authority as historical
materialists, castigating those they imagine
do not understand these foundational texts
with the same level of mastery.
Although it is indeed correct to recognize
the significance of classical texts as the
foundation of the science, and the study of
these texts should not be neglected, it is
dangerous to treat them as sacred doctrine.
The academic convention of Marxology already functions to preserve and valorize the
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corpus of Marx and Engels and we know that
this intellectual practice has distanced itself
from revolution, turning the understanding of Marxism into an intellectual exercise.
There is a reason Mao warned against “book
worship”. This warning was not, as some vulgar interpretations claim, intended to prevent people from reading the foundational
texts of Marxism. Rather:
When we say Marxism is correct, it
is certainly not because Marx was a
“prophet” but because his theory has
been proved correct in our practice and
in our struggle. We need Marxism in our
struggle. In our acceptance of his theory no such formalisation of mystical
notion as that of “prophecy” ever enters
our minds. Many who have read Marxist
books have become renegades from
the revolution, whereas illiterate workers often grasp Marxism very well. Of
course we should study Marxist books,
but this study must be integrated with
our country’s actual conditions. We
need books, but we must overcome
book worship, which is divorced from
the actual situation. (Mao, 1971: 42-43)
Hence, Mao’s warning was intended to criticize an unscientific understanding of the
text, an understanding that treated Marxism as being outside of social practice rather than a theory that is necessarily open to
the future, rearticulated through revolutions,
and that must be understood according to
concrete practices in concrete situations.
Just as the contemporary physicist does not
try to justify their current practice by claiming all later developments of the science
were encoded in the work of Newton, or the
contemporary biologist justifying their work
by locating a destiny in Darwin, contemporary Marxists cannot make the mistake of ascribing religious destiny to our foundational
texts. The continuity is indeed there, and we
can locate this continuity, but only from the
position of successive scientific developments––which are ruptural, tearing through

the fabric of business as usual, just as they
have been for every science. It is only the
dogmatist who, unaware of their location in
the contemporary moment, imagines that
the classical texts were purely prefigurative
and that they couldn’t be anything otherwise, that continuity is not retrospective but
was promised and thus predestined.
The difficulty many contemporary Marxists
display regarding the problematic of science
(a difficulty that manifests as an explicit rejection of the category of science or an implicit rejection of science through the dogma of scientism) is due to the fallen state of
Marxist philosophical practice. Investigating
the meaning of concepts such as science
and Marxist science is a philosophical rather
than scientific exploration. Scientists do not
obsess over defining the conceptual meaning of their disciplines; their practice begins
by assuming that their discipline possesses meaning and that it demonstrates this
meaning through scientific practice. Questions about what makes x discipline scientific, what makes science significantly different
from other theoretical terrains, and what are
the qualifications for accepting particular
proclamations about reality as scientific or
non-scientific has always been the purview
of philosophy which, from its emergence,
has tailed science.
The problem with the contemporary state of
Marxist expressions of philosophy, however,
is that it has by-and-large failed to carry forward the kind of philosophical perspective
that was initially operationalized by Marx and
Engels (Theses on Feuerbach, The German
Ideology, Ludwig Feuerbach and the End
of Classical German Philosophy) and later
deployed by Lenin (Materialism and Empirio-Criticism) and Mao (Talk On Questions
Of Philosophy). Marxist iterations of philosophy tend to happen within academic settings
and, distorted by the malaise of the contemporary conjuncture, are more interested in
treating all of Marxism as a mere philosophy
and thus abjuring the category of science.
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But the question of Marxism’s status as a
science is a philosophical question and
thus determines the role of Marxist philosophy. This was the role given to philosophy
in Marx’s 11th thesis on Feuerbach and yet
one that the vast majority of contemporary
Marxist philosophy either side-steps or rejects.12 If we embrace this role and thus understand that Marxist philosophical practice
functions to clarify and defend the science
of class struggle, we must also recognize
that Marxist philosophy is about defending
Marxism as a science, arguing for its scientific conception, clarifying its articulation and
deployment as a revolutionary science. The
philosopher of Marxism is identical to the
philosopher of physics or biology or any other science: a philosopher of science whose
role is to elucidate the science’s meaning, to
defend its status as a science, to think the
logic of its development, and to explore the
problems engendered by the science’s development.
If we are to reestablish Marxism as a science,
and to struggle against all of the wrong perspectives that would have us to believe otherwise, then we need to perfect philosophical struggle.
NOTES
1) Even worse, some of the theoretical concepts they borrow without criticism come
from outright reactionaries such as Heidegger and Schmitt.
2) Despite the contemporary but strange fad
amongst first world leftist circles to promote
astrology it is clear that those engaging in
this fad do not intend to live their lives according to magical thinking. And the “progressive” astrologists who cater to this fad,
such as Shaunga Tagore, appear to function
as the mainstream left’s Delphic Oracle by
providing in-group reinforcement along with
obscure pronouncements open to multiple
interpretations. While on one level this valorization of astrology by the left is indeed anti-mass because it peddles backwards ideas

amongst the masses (it is akin to reinforcing
Six Day Creationism or Flat Earth conspiracy
nonsense), on another it is far from serious
for the committed leftists because it is little
more than a fad where everyone involved
is treating it like an elaborate Rorschach
Test. Would that they realize that their hobby might in fact promote backwards ideas
amongst the masses.
3) This is not to say, to be clear, that a variety
of technologies and medicines originating
from colonized and marginalized peoples
have not been excluded from the scientific
mainstream. The fact that modern science
developed in tandem with colonialism and
capitalism means that it has also been affected by class-based ideology, which is inescapable. Indeed, Marxism has been clear
about this fact since emergence. “We know
only a single science,” Marx and Engels wrote
in The German Ideology, “the science of history… the history of nature and the history of
men are dependent on each other so long
as men exist.” (Marx and Engels, 1998: 34)
Hence, the social history of humans in modes
of production, determined by class struggle
and the ideological perspectives generated
by class struggle, interpenetrates the development of the natural sciences. Even still, regardless of ideological limitations, the natural sciences do establish truths. These truths
might be delimited by ideological boundaries, they might exclude elements that could
enrich them, but they are not akin to magic.
4) Lenin’s Materialism and Empirio-Criticism, for example, is an excellent analysis
premised on Engels’ claim that every scientist possesses a philosophy of science even
when––especially when––they claim they
are beyond philosophy and ideology.
5) Although it was Spencer and those around
Spencer who pushed Darwin’s theory of natural selection into the social sphere, focusing on its inheritance from Malthus and thus
translating it into the language of “survival of
the fittest”, analyses that claim a clear distinction between Darwin and “Social Darwin29
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ism” are dishonest. Darwin himself was also
writing “Social Darwinism” as the numerous
ideological claims in The Descent of Man
demonstrate; he made such claims for the
same reason that he spoke of the concept
of natural selection in the language of Malthus. Biologist and historian Jan Sapp writes
in regards to The Descent of Man: “Indeed,
‘social Darwinism’ may itself be a misnomer
because it presupposes that there was a Darwinism that was not. The term reinforces the
notion that true science is objective and free
from ideology. But one cannot draw a neat
boundary between objective science on the
one hand and ideology on the other.” (Sapp,
2003: 50) The point is not that his scientific
contributions were “wrong” because of the
influence of the ideological instance–-science and ideology are not the same, a conflation often made by post-modernists––but
that ideology always affects and distorts the
work of the scientists leading them to produce as much ideology disguised as science
as they produce science clothed in the language of ideology.
6) Here we need to point out that Kevin B.
Anderson has pointed out in Marx at the
Margins that Marx’s assessment of India critiqued by Said was one that Marx would significantly alter due to his “shifting perspective on the progressiveness of capitalism”
(Anderson, 2010: 19) and more accurate historical data. The problem with Anderson’s intervention, despite its historical importance,
is that it fails to recognize that an attitude of
Eurocentrism still lingers in Marx’s work on
the subject of India and other non-European
social formations regardless of how this historiography changed for the better over time.
As Robert Biel discusses in Eurocentrism
and the Communist Movement, “Anderson
affirms Marx’s immense strengths, as well as
tracing a certain progressive evolution in his
thinking in the direction of a greater recognition of the historicity of non-Western civilisations and the justness of their anti-colonial struggles” and yet still fails to grasp the
ways in which Eurocentrism lingers even in
this development of thought. (Biel, 2015: 98-

99) Biel’s point, which is mine, is that Marx
was limited by Eurocentrism but that if we
understand these limitations, which can be
charted by historical materialism itself, we
will have a better understanding of Marxism
as a science. In any case, both Anderson and
Biel demonstrate the simplicity of Said’s assumption.
7) This is the charge levelled at Marxism (and
other forms of Enlightenment reason) by
post-modernism and post-colonialism: that
Marxism is based on the privileging of Western Reason.
8) Similarly, there is also nothing in Derrida’s
critique of the Western metaphysics of presence that in fact criticizes the actual depredations of the West’s colonial and genocidal
real world practices. The closest Derrida gets
to discussing actual politics, which is barely
concrete, is when he is obliquely addressing Marxism in Spectres of Marx. Otherwise,
Derrida remains firmly in the philosophical tradition, though as a critic à la Levinas,
which Marxism sought to tear asunder. Then
there is Agamben, who does address politics with his critique of sovereignty and bare
life, but is singularly incapable of addressing
the crimes of Europe unless they are visited
upon Europeans. As Weheliye demonstrates
in this same book, the zones of colonial oppression and the plantations of the slaveocracy are not even cognizable by Agamben.
9) If other non-Marxist radical philosophies
repeat, in their own way, this insight it is because of Marxism. That is, they are only able
to make similar claims because of what
Marxism introduced. The strength or weakness of these claims have to do with these
philosophies’ closeness or distance from
Marxism.
10) In the lectures that comprise Society
Must Be Defended, Foucault talks about
theoretical “totalization” as a danger that
can provide a unitary discourse to otherwise
fragmented genealogies. He thus worries
about how fragmented facts and events “will
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be recoded, recolonized by these unitary
discourses,” (Foucault, 2003: 11) i.e. how a
totalizing/unitary “discourse” such as Marxism (or liberalism or any other unitary theory)
will unify them in a scientific manner. What
is interesting, here, is the way in which Foucault uses colonization in a figurative rather than a literal sense. As Weheliye points
out, Foucault does not once talk about real
world colonization but instead always uses
this word in a figurative sense. “The slippage
between colonialism as a historical phenomenon and colonization as a synonym for
hegemonic appropriation or annexation underscores the primitiveness of this concept
in Foucault’s system of thought.” (Weheliye,
2014: 58) The overall point, here, is that Foucault and other originary post-Marxist thinkers are able to present their theory as radical
by using the correct words but, despite using these words, they never once explore the
real world processes that generated these
words. To produce a thorough analysis of
real world colonialism in a meaningful manner, after all, would be an act of totalization
and thus figurative “colonizing” that comes
with any unitary discourse.
11) The period in which these types of
post-Marxist theories arose and were popularized is significant. We would be remiss
if we did not recognize the role of the CIA’s
cultural apparatus in promoting the popularity of postmodern/post-structuralist theory.
(https://thephilosophicalsalon.com/thecia-reads-french-theory-on-the-intellectual-labor-of-dismantling-the-cultural-left/)
12) Grasping the meaning of Marx’s claim that
philosophy has only interpreted the world
but the point is to change it has resulted in
numerous bad faith interpretations amongst
Marxist philosophers. When they aren’t
claiming that the thesis means that philosophy is about social change, and thus historical materialism is another philosophy rather than a science, they are arguing that we
need to go back to provide a better basis of
interpretation. But when we read these theses in light of their object of critique, Ludwig
Feuerbach’s project, we should be able to

understand what Marx meant by this statement. The point, contra Feuerbach, was that
philosophy by itself had nothing to do with
changing the world; changewas the province of science, specifically revolutionary
science. Philosophy’s role was thus limited
to interpretation and could not be mistaken
for the practice that was the “point” of Marx’s
intervention: social-historical transformation.
This understanding of the 11th thesis forms
the starting point of my upcoming book on
the meaning of Marxist philosophical practice, Demarcation and Demystification, and
functions to put philosophy in its proper
place.
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TRANSPLANTING
OF HEAVEN TO
EARTH BELOW:
THE COMPULSIVE
RITUAL OF
THEORIES OF
SOVEREIGN
POWER
The awkwardness illuminates the crisis of
legitimacy that has been pressing since the
vision of absolute freedom and the “transplanting of heaven to earth below”: what are
the normative grounds of human sociability
in the absence of the transcendent authority
of the divine? […] The guilty persistence of this
loss has stained modernity from the outset
with the “blemish of an unsatisfied yearning.” Enlightenment has been shadowed by
a crime it is condemned to reenact through
compulsive rituals of wiping and erasure.
Rebecca Comay, Mourning Sickness
The figure of the sovereign is the inaugural
theme of bourgeois political philosophy. Prior to the long emergence of the bourgeois
social order, sovereign power was generally accepted (with some notable exceptions)
as a fact of nature. The sovereign simply
was; social hierarchy was mystified according to estates or castes, and to question the
meaning of his existence was akin to questioning God’s providence. Eternal and Divine
Law, according to Thomas Aquinas and others, destined the sovereign to be sovereign
and the subjugated to be subjugated. In the
transition to capitalism, where the bourgeoisie was becoming conscious of itself as a

class, the meaning and origin of sovereignty
formed an obsessive theme for modern philosophers militantly pursuing Enlightenment
aims. The notion of sovereignty was thus intertwined with the proposed destiny of this
rising social class. After all, if the bourgeoisie
was to justify its right to recreate society in its
image it needed to profane the sacred order
of princes. The Great Chain of Being needed
to be smashed; princely power needed to be
explained without recourse to the ideology
that kept it from being explained in the first
place.
Such a demystification of sovereignty, however, necessarily involved the remystification
of social relations according to the bourgeois
order. Although the origins of sovereign
power were profaned, demonstrated to be
not eternal laws of nature, sovereignty was
retained and reconceptualized according
to the logic of emergent capitalism. Social
submission was no longer contingent on irrevocable laws of heaven but rather became
“the submission to the law of profit.” Whereas capitalism “stopped building cathedrals,”
and its ideologues even argued that there
was no extra-historical law that required
the preservation of a fated order of kings
and priests, its “degradation of [humans]
to mere labor power” locked humanity into
an openly economic system of submission.
(Amin, 1976: 376) Moreover, the centrality of
the figure of the sovereign and the concept
of “sovereignty” that were retained in modern political philosophy functioned as part
of this remystification. That is, the destiny of
the sovereign might have been displaced
(there was no royal blood, people were not
born with princely destinies) but the figure
of the sovereign and the conception of sovereignty were still retained, transposed into
the language of Enlightenment political philosophy. There was still such a thing, these
philosophers argued, called “sovereignty”––
there were still sovereigns and sovereign
power––and if we understood it correctly we
would also understand the reasonableness
of the bourgeois order. Hence, to even talk
about “sovereignty” as a legitimate category
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of politics, assuming we are not reifying it in
pre-Enlightenment terms, is to think politics
according to the mindset of bourgeois Enlightenment philosophers.
In Metapolitics Alain Badiou asserts that political philosophy “is the programme which,
holding politics… as an objective datum, or
even invariant, of universal experience, accords philosophy the task of thinking it.” (Badiou, 2006: 10) Badiou’s point, here, is that
everything named “political philosophy” is
merely the philosophical preservation of
normative class politics. That which is called
political philosophy begins by refusing to
think ruling class hegemony and thus functions to interpret programmatic statements
according to this hegemony. Such a claim
is particularly meaningful when it comes to
“sovereignty”. Political philosophy emerges
as political philosophy in relation to this concept: without a ruler justified by God or nature, how can we speak of the right of those
with economic/political power to declare
themselves sovereign? The answer, in short,
is by retaining the conceptual category of
sovereignty while jettisoning predestined
sovereigns and obscuring the more meaningful categories of social class and state––
or at least obscuring them in conceptualizations of sovereign power.
From Hobbes to Mill the category of sovereignty is preserved as meaningful: there is
such a thing as sovereignty, even if its origins
are not those claimed by pre-Enlightenment
thinkers, and it receives its full articulation according to bourgeois political philosophy. In
Elements of the Philosophy of Right , though,
we are provided with a significant dissension
from this pattern: Hegel’s historicization of
politics is such that the conception of sovereignty lacks the same foundational meaning it enjoys in bourgeois thought as a whole.
The tradition of political theory founded by
Marx and Engels, however, goes further by
displacing the foundational aspect of sovereignty altogether. There is in fact, according
to the revolutionary materialist tradition, only
an ideological significance to the category of

sovereignty; it is just a name that sometimes
indicates class power and thus it is more
meaningful to talk of modes of production
and their preservation in the instrumentalization of class power, i.e. the State form.
And yet, post-Marx, radical political philosophy has re-centred the category of sovereign power. We thus find––thanks to Giorgio
Agamben’s synthesis of Foucault, Heidegger, and Schmitt––a plethora of contemporary radical thinkers who utilize the category of sovereignty to think politics. Although
these theorizations of sovereignty (and connected concepts such as “governmentality” and “biopolitics”) imagine themselves to
be radical, what we are in fact witnessing
is a return to the ideological constellation
of bourgeois Enlightenment thought where
pre-materialist categories were preserved
so as to legitimate bourgeois power. Ironically this post-Marxist tendency promotes
itself as being anti-Enlightenment, and some
of its thinkers attack Marxism for its Enlightenment reason, when in fact its political
philosophy is founded on a key category of
bourgeois Enlightenment thought.
What I am attempting to do in this conclusion to a trilogy of essays that began with
Radiating Disaster Triumphant is to further
think Marxism in the context of modernity
and the meaning of scientific thought. So far
we have traced the meaning of Marxism according to its emergence within modernity,
we have examined what this meaning implies according to the concept of “science”
in This Ruthless Criticism of All That Exists ,
but now we are examining its legacy according to what Gramsci termed “politics as an
autonomous science.” (Gramsci, 2003: 136)
Although it is the case that this final essay of
the trilogy begins on a much more confusing
ground than its previous entries, this is due to
the fact that the sphere of political thought
has been rendered confusing by those theoretical trajectories––criticized in both of the
previous essays––that have attempted to
displace Marxism. These trajectories tend
to have an understanding of political power
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that is mediated by the problematic of sovereignty: inherited from Enlightenment discourse but simultaneously intended to be
a rejection of this discourse just as much as
they are a rejection of Marxism. The question
that needs to be asked at the completion of
this essay trilogy, as we stand upon the ruins of Enlightenment but still proclaim the
necessity of scientific thought, is what is the
meaning of political power, governance, and
control? These are the questions that every
post-Marxist radical theory claims to answer and yet, despite these vaunted claims
and their hatred of Enlightenment, are still
trapped within the framework drawn by Enlightenment thought.
Contemporary theory based on the concepts
of sovereign power and biopolitics is marked
by a vagueness and philosophical imprecision. These conceptual categories are asserted as if they are fact without a concrete
analysis of a concrete situation. Sovereignty
as a category is asserted as if it just is (and
has always been), with appeals being made
to pre-capitalist social formations. All talk of
political power is conflated with concepts
derived from this category. A deeper conflation of sovereignty with the State prevents
explanations regarding what a State is or
what it does aside from being synonymous
with sovereignty and an obscure deployment of biopolitics––or, for that matter, necropolitics. Such vagueness prevents the kind
of clarity that would allow us to rigorously demystify social/historical phenomena.
Moreover, by focusing on the phenomenological symptoms rather than the concrete
basis that generates these symptoms, there
is also a vagueness on questions concerning
political action and social transformation. At
best we are provided with pronouncements
about the need to “exit from sovereignty”
or “refuse power” which feel more like academic exercises than principles of radical
resistance.
At the beginning of this essay trilogy I referenced Adorno and Horkheimer’s claim that
Enlightenment “has always aimed at liberat-

ing men from fear and establishing their sovereignty.” (Horkheimer and Adorno, 2001: 3)
It is thus fitting to conclude this trilogy with
an examination of a key notion of Enlightenment political thought: sovereignty. This notion was discarded as a meaningful category
by Enlightenment’s most radical tendency,
Marxism, but has been appropriated and
repurposed by contemporary radical theories. Here we discover a point of convolution where the inheritance of the bourgeois
aspects of the Enlightenment have been
retained by a theoretical constellation that
claims to oppose the Enlightenment and
modernity but in fact has mainly opposed
the most radical expression of Enlightenment thought: that modernity critical of modernity, i.e. Marxism.
The retention of sovereignty as an ontological category marks the way in which the
most predatory aspects of the European Enlightenment have become entangled with
a political philosophy that imagines itself
to be critical of these ravages and yet has
historically focused on setting itself apart
from the very concept of revolutionary science. The aim, then, is to work through this
convolution and confusion, to disentangle
the notion of sovereignty, so as to not only
demonstrate what this confusion about the
category of sovereignty means but to prove,
following my previous essays’ claims about
modernity and science, that only the scientific approach of Marxism can solve this key
ideological confusion. That is, without Marxism we will still be locked in thinking of these
political categories according to a political
philosophy that preserves the commitments
of the bourgeois order.
Let us make the stakes of this intervention
as clear as possible. Radical theories of sovereignty that seek to overturn the Enlightenment tradition reproduce some of that
tradition’s key presuppositions. Moreover,
theories of sovereignty that make sovereign
power the originary political problematic
elide class and reify the bourgeois individual
as a transhistorical subject. These theories
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are not simply philosophically wrong; they
lead to ineffective theories of resistance and
revolution.
The Contemporary Conception of
Sovereignty
An entire book tracing the conception of
sovereign power in contemporary theory
could be written so as to establish a concise and thorough history of the idea. Indeed
we can easily imagine the structure such a
book would take: after an introduction establishing its origin in emergent bourgeois
thought and development in liberal theory, the first chapter would be a rigorous examination of its successive theorization by
Schmitt, the second chapter would excavate
all aspects of its development in the work of
Foucault, the third would synthesize Agamben’s work on the subject, and the following
chapters would trace its apprehension and
use through the work of a variety of legal
and social thinkers perhaps concluding with
the work of Mbembe and Puar. This modest essay, however, is not such a project. Although I will discuss some of the material of
this imaginary work, I am more interested in
examining the general contours of the concept so as to demonstrate its inadequacy as
a theoretical metric of political power. My
concern, as aforementioned, is the ways in
which this approach to thinking power fails
to comprehend––and in fact (re)mystifies––
its purported object of thought (social/political power) due to its failure to break from
the most predatory aspects of Enlightenment thought and modernity. That is, I want
to explore the ways in which contemporary
theories devoted to the notion of “sovereignty” or “sovereign power” reify social relations
due to a failure to provide concrete analyses
of concrete situations.
I want to begin by providing a cursory definition of the contemporary conception of
sovereignty through some key texts that are
paradigmatic but not exhaustive of the entire region of thought. If I was writing a genealogy of this theoretical notion it would make

more sense to begin with the bourgeois/
liberal roots of the concept. But this is not
such a genealogy and, since it is concerned
first and foremost with challenging contemporary theoretical expression of sovereign
power, I will start with a description of the
general contours of this theoretical expression before moving to the historical roots of
the problem. Sometimes, as Hegel was wont
to argue, what exists first in time must be
displaced by what a philosophical investigation deems to be conceptually prior.
So let’s examine the broad brushstrokes of
the contemporary notion of sovereignty. In
Discipline and Punish Foucault, interrogating the disciplinary aspects of authoritative
examination and surveillance, writes:
Discipline, however, had its own type of
ceremony. It was not the triumph, but
the review, the ‘parade’, an ostentatious form of the examination. In it the
‘subjects’ were presented as ‘objects’
to the observation of a power the was
manifested only by its gaze. They did
not receive directly the image of the
sovereign power; they only felt its effects––in replica, as it were––on their
bodies, which had become precisely
legible and docile. (Foucault, 1995: 188)
After discussing the ways in which the gaze
of sovereignty examines and classifies the
bodies within its domain, Foucault concludes that “the most brilliant figure of sovereign power is joined to the emergence of
rituals proper to disciplinary power.” (Ibid.,
189) Whereas sovereign power once functioned according to visibility (i.e. the sovereign figure was seen and recognized as the
cipher of social power, the visible exercise of
force as the mechanism by which his power
was deployed), an inversion happens where
disciplinary power “is exercised through its
invisibility; at the same time it imposes on
those whom it subjects a principle of compulsory visibility. In discipline, it is the subjects who have to be seen. Their visibility assures the hold of the power that is exercised
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over them.” (Ibid., 187) Sovereign power, then,
becomes immanent as we enter the age of
examinations, biopolitics, and the “epistemological ‘thaw’” produced by the medical
examining apparatus. (Ibid.) With Foucault
we not only witness the emergence of today’s theory of sovereign power––a theory
that seeks to understand the meaning and
deployment of social power according to the
concept of sovereignty––but also a critique
of the sovereign subject.1
But it is with Giorgio Agamben, who connects Foucault to the work of the reactionary
legal theorist Carl Schmitt, that the contemporary notion of sovereignty is cemented. All
latter critiques of social power that utilize the
conception of sovereign power, including
Mbembe’s notion of necropolitics and Puar’s
work on homonationalism, do so according
to Agamben’s intervention. Agamben indeed
establishes himself according to Foucault’s
thoughts on sovereign power:
One of the most persistent features of
Foucault’s work is its decisive abandonment of the traditional approach to
the problem of power, which is based
on juridical-institutional models (the
definition of sovereignty, the theory of
the State), in favour of an unprejudiced
analysis of concrete ways in which power penetrates subjects’ very bodies and
forms of life. (Agamben, 1998: 5)
What is interesting, here, is that Agamben
claims that Foucault’s work is interesting
due to both its abandonment of the definition of sovereignty and the theory of the
State. On the one hand Foucault’s discussion of sovereign power does indeed avoid a
definition of sovereignty––it accepts the fact
of sovereign power as is ––which is precisely
where Agamben will insert himself. By way
of Schmitt and through a critical reading of
Hobbes, Agamben will provide a definition of
sovereignty. On the other hand, though, Agamben will avoid any theory of the State that
is exterior to his definition of sovereign power. It is as if he wants to preserve only that

aspect of the “juridical-institutional model”
that accords with an ideological reading (a
definition of sovereignty) while ignoring the
concrete facts of political power (a theory of
the State). Whereas the theory of the latter
is generally forbidden by Agamben’s appropriation of Foucault, it is rethought according
to the valorization of the former. That is, in
order to talk about the Foucauldian notion of
“biopolitics” (or, post-Agamben, Mbembe’s
notion of “necropolitics”), Agamben holds
that sovereign power needs to be defined
but that a theory of the State is less important. Or, more accurately, according to Agamben the notion of sovereignty implies and
imbricates a theory of the State since the
latter is governed by the former: State power
is determined by the category of sovereign
power.
For Agamben, the political-juridical order
(what Schmitt calls the nomos), the order
that some might call the State, is determined
by “the paradox of sovereignty.” In Homo
Sacer he writes:
The paradox of sovereignty consists in
the fact the sovereign is, at the same
time, outside and inside the juridical
order. If the sovereign is truly the one
to whom the juridical order grants the
power of proclaiming a state of exception and, therefore, of suspending the
order’s own validity, then “the sovereign
stands outside the juridical order and,
nevertheless, belongs to it, since it is up
to him to decide if the the constitution
is to be suspended in toto” (Schmitt,
Politische Theologie, p. 13). The specification that the sovereign is “at the
same time outside and inside the juridical order” (emphasis added) is not insignificant: the sovereign, having the legal power to suspend the validity of the
law, legally places himself outside the
law. This means that the paradox can
also be formulated this way: “the law is
outside itself,” or: “I, the sovereign, who
am outside the law, declare that there
is nothing outside of the law.” (Ibid., 15)
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Sovereignty, due to this paradox, thus “marks
the limit (in the double sense of end and
principle).” (Ibid.) It must in some sense be
more meaningful than general conceptions
of State power that locate the meaning of
the State by defining it according to its institutional/structural mechanisms (i.e. by defining the State as such), because it is clear
that the sovereign/sovereigns of a given political-juridical order are as much outside of
this order as they are inside it. Sovereignty
is in excess of an instrumental definition of
the State-qua-State, and thus in order to fully comprehend the latter the meaning of the
former needs to be excavated. Attaching this
definition of sovereignty to the Foucauldian notion of biopolitics, Agamben wants to
examine the way in which sovereign power
can become immanent in modern societies.
Sovereign power, as Foucault argues above,
is no longer simply attached to the figure of
the sovereign (though it may be so in some
social formations, or it may appear so in
elected figures of democratic societies) but
to a vast array of technologies and processes that determine forms of life. Here is where
Agamben mobilizes the connected notion
of bare life (sometimes translated as naked
life), “the life of homo sacer (sacred man),
who may be killed and not yet sacrificed .”
(Ibid., 8) That is, the conception of human life
that is defined by “its capacity to be killed”
(Ibid.)––increasingly a definition of human
life itself when “exception everywhere becomes the rule” (Ibid., 9) under the biopolitical regime––becomes “the key by which not
only the sacred texts of sovereignty but also
the very codes of political power will unveil
their mysteries.” (Ibid., 8)
In Means Without End Agamben asserts that
“[p]olitical power as we know it, on the other hand, always founds itself––in the last
instance––on the separation of a sphere of
naked life from the context of the forms of
life.” (Agamben, 2000: 3) Hence, “[t]he state
of exception, which is what the sovereign
each and every time decides, takes place
precisely when naked life––which normally
appears rejoined to the multifarious forms

of social life––is explicitly put into question
and revoked as the ultimate foundation of
political power.” (Ibid., 4-5) Here it should be
clear that Agamben’s use of the Schmittian
notion of “state of exception” functions on
multiple registers: the exception sovereign
power grants to itself in regards to the law,
the exception of bare/naked life from life in
general, the exceptional spaces in international law where zones are treated as being
outside of the law (while simultaneously being defined so by nomoi). Sovereignty thus
implies a broad “state of exception” and we
might be able to say that it theorizes the
State as the state of exception, which is to
say according to the very concept of sovereignty. Hence, we can only understand
what political power means by recourse to
a conception of sovereignty. What is called
the State, according to this analysis, is merely a concatenation of sovereign power that
has to do with the governance and/or control of forms of life according to the principle
of bare life: what forms of life may be killed
without sacrificing the forms of life valorized
by a given sovereign order. “Sacrifice implies
prior individuation,” Fred Moten explains:
“You not only have to have but also to be
something in particular in order to sacrifice
or to be sacrificed.” (Moten, 2018A: 98) The
“noncitizen”, which is the “nonsubject”, can
be killed but not sacrificed because they are
excluded from political life. (Ibid) For Agamben, the Nazi death camps are paradigmatic
of the inborn and predatory aspects of sovereign power because the reduction of entire populations to the level of bare life to be
annihilated in the Holocaust functioned to
inversely preserve a form of life (the “Aryan”)
essential to the Nazi nomos that could not
be sacrificed.2
Therefore, according to Achille Mbembe,
“the ultimate expression of sovereignty resides, to a large degree, in the power and capacity to dictate who may live and who must
die.” (Mbembe, 2003: 11) Such an expression
implies the biopolitical regime, the ways in
which sovereignty uses this decision to dictate how forms of life and forms of living are
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regimented. But Mbembe pushes the theory
of sovereign power further by asking: “under
what practical conditions is the right to kill,
to allow to live, or to expose to death exercised? Who is the subject of this right? What
does the implementation of such a right tell
us about the person who is thus put to death
and about the relation of enmity that sets
that person against his or her murderer?”
(Ibid., 12) Sovereignty is thus also necropolitics.
Whether we define it according to biopolitics or necropolitics, though, sovereignty is
taken to be the generative concept political
power; it is conceived as an originary nomos.
Following Mbembe successive theorizations
of sovereignty have been wagered (Jasbir
Puar, Fred Moten, etc.), all locating their conception of political power in the space articulated by Agamben and Foucault.3
To be clear, I am not arguing that these sovereignty approaches to the problematic of
political power are entirely wrong. Rather,
my position is that these approaches are not
as foundational as they presume and that, in
point of fact, the notion of sovereign power
is epiphenomenal or symptomatic of deeper
and more concrete processes. The meter of
whether something functions on a concrete
level of social explanation––that is, whether
it can provide the required explanatory depth
to demystify the object of its thought––can
be located in its solution to the problem it
expounds. For if we correctly and concisely
grasp the problem facing us then we should
be able to provide an equally concise and
testable theory for overcoming this problem.
But Agamben’s solution, as with the solutions (if and when they are articulated) by
those who accept his analysis of sovereignty, is inchoate: “the irrevocable exodus from
any sovereignty.” (Agamben, 2000: 7) Does
this mean also the exodus from State power,
nation power, and thus any attempts to build
counter states of affairs or anti-colonial nations? Is this simply a politics of personal refusal? These are not meaningless questions
because it has become increasingly clear

that those who follow this conception of sovereignty tend to fall back into a bland politics
of refusal where, conflating State and nation
with the conception of sovereignty (since
sovereignty is treated as the generative
category of all notions of political power), a
vague exodus from State and nation is usually proposed. But how is this accomplished
and what productive politics, outside of an
intellectual exercise of vague exodus, does
this imply? Could it be that the decision of
what forms of life must live and what forms
must die is not always antagonistic to life in
general––that in non-reactionary moments
of social transformation those ways of living
that are predatory must be killed so as to
avoid sacrificing non-predatory ways of being? And if we are to ask this question then
should we not ask the successive question:
is this conceptualization of “form of life” not
itself a secondary problem generated by the
cosmetic problematic of sovereign power?
We can only begin to answer these questions
when we recognize how the problematic of
sovereignty is inherited from the emergence
of bourgeois hegemony and thus an artifact
of the worst aspects of Enlightenment modernity.
The Bourgeois/Liberal Basis of Sovereignty
Before the emergence of a political philosophy generated by the bourgeois ascent
to class domination, sovereignty was not a
problem worthy of being critically thought.
That is, until the period of capitalist transition,
sovereignty was rarely a problematic. I write
“rarely” because there are numerous exceptions, going back to the ancients, where
the justification of what would eventually
be called sovereign power was challenged
but there was also a lack of consistency
and clarity. For example, Plato’s Republic
appears to treat something resembling the
concept of sovereign power as a philosophical problematic but is still thought according
to older terms that prefigure the Latin and
Old French origin of the name “sovereignty”
by centuries. While it is indeed the case that
a concept exists outside of whatever names
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used to inscribe it, that which we rename
“sovereignty” in Plato’s work is subjected to
a different order of analysis: the problem is
not sovereign power but what makes such
power just. In his Laws, though, what could
be called sovereignty is no longer problematized; it is codified and renaturalized. Xunzi
also provides us with a possible problematization of sovereignty since, in his response
to the optimism of Mengzi, he tells a story
about the basis of political power that prefigures the story told by Hobbes: hierarchies
emerge only because people are essentially
evil and violent; sovereign power comes into
being because it is the panacea for the violence of a natural state where humans would
otherwise murder each other into oblivion.
In none of these above cases or other possible exceptions, though, do we encounter
the problematic of sovereignty as it is understood in the previous section. The notion of the sovereign and sovereign power,
though it can be retrospectively found in
every social formation that possessed a ruling class, was conceptualized as a particular
problem and in a particular way by the rising European bourgeoisie in the process of
displacing traditional sovereign power and
replacing it with their own class dominance.
It does not emerge as a problematic until after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 when a
world of “sovereign states” is called into being. The conceptualization of sovereignty is
thus bound up with the European Enlightenment’s entanglement with emergent capitalism and modern settler-colonialism. On
the one hand this relationship is what makes
the concept compelling for those who seek
to critique the Enlightenment; the concept
demonstrates the ideology of the predatory impulses of modernity. On the other hand,
since it is an ideology the concept of sovereignty tends to obscure material conditions
and social relations; it can be mistaken for
an underlying cause rather than a symptom.
Thus, the first contemporary uses of “sovereignty” as a theoretical framework were incapable of thinking this framework outside
of Fortress Europe. Agamben, for example,

cannot think the concept of sovereign power except according to events and processes that happened within Europe and the US;
the concept is thoroughly confused with colonial-capitalist social relations. Moreover,
we should recall what Althusser once noted:
when we think according to ideology it will
appear as if a specific ideology lacks a history since an ideological perspective is one
that imagines itself outside of history. Hence,
although the problematic of sovereignty
emerged with the rising bourgeois class in
Western Europe, those who persist in using it as a theoretical framework are happy
to apply it transhistorically, mining Ancient
Rome and Greece for examples––which is
exactly what the early bourgeoisie did when
they first conceptualized sovereignty as a
problematic.
Therefore, despite earlier post-Westphalian
articulations in the work of Machiavelli and
Bodin, it is really with Hobbes, writing at the
time and place where capitalism is beginning to emerge, that we discover the clearest moment where sovereignty becomes a
problematic. Although Leviathan is a reactionary text designed to justify the traditional
power of the sovereign in the face of Republican discontent, it does so according to the
emergent logic of the bourgeoisie. Against
the belief that the sovereign was destined
to be sovereign by God and Nature, Hobbes
renders sovereign power contingent: it is not
because of supernatural design that there
is a sovereign––there is no God ordaining
kings to be kings––but because of the violence of a state of nature where individuals
are set against every other individual due
to the natural right of liberty. Sovereignty is
thus not something that just is but is philosophically problematized: it is given an origin
and theoretical meaning.
Sovereign power emerges in the context of a
violent primordial situation where every individual is naturally set against other individuals. Monarchs are not determined by God to
rule; they are those who are the best at seizing power and forcing a social contract so
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as to prevent the violence of an underlying
war of all against all. Being an Enlightenment
thinker, though, Hobbes encodes the seizing
of power within a discourse of natural reason
where individuals “lay downe” their natural
right since the stability of legal covenants
are rationally preferable to the state of nature. (Hobbes, 1965: 100) Hence “Soveraigne
Power [is] constituted over them by their own
consent.” (Ibid., 113) In any case, with Hobbes
the power of the sovereign is not given by
the heavens or pre-ordained by the metaphysical structure of nature. Rather, it results
from
the foresight of [individuals’] own preservation, and of a more contented life
thereby; that is to say, of getting themselves out from that miserable condition of Warre, which is necessarily consequent (as hath been shewn) to the
naturall Passions of men, when there is
no visible Power to keep them in awe,
and tye them by feare of punishment
to the performance of their Covenants.
(Ibid., 128)
Hobbes’ Leviathan is thus an exercise in
problematizing the concept of sovereign
power while reconceptualizing and retaining it as intrinsic to State power. Although he
indicates that the sovereign is not ordained
by the heavens he does so according to the
another mythology: a violent state of nature
where unbounded liberty (which itself is an
ideological projection of an early conception
of the bourgeois individual subject) was rampant and, because of this violent rampancy,
a social contract was forced by the strongest and most cunning individuals. Nowhere
is the material basis of sovereignty exposed
because a historical myth is used to render
sovereignty a matter of an ur-historical moment––a mythological necessity––consented to because of laws of Reason––which is
to say a false necessity. Sovereign power,
though no longer sutured to the Great Chain
of Being, is still a fact because it is the natural result of an original situation of existence.
The sovereign of the Leviathan is indeed the

figure who can decide what form of life can
live and what form of life can die. Agamben
even references Hobbes in one of his many
formulations of sovereignty: “Thus in the
Hobbesian foundation of sovereignty, life
in the state of nature is defined only by its
being unconditionally exposed to a death
threat (the limitless right of everybody over
everything) and political life––that is, the life
that unfolds under the protection of the Leviathan––is nothing but this very same life
always exposed to a threat that now rests
exclusively in the hands of the sovereign.”
(Agamben, 2000: 4) In the Hobbesian state of
nature every individual is naturally sovereign
over themselves but, because such a situation is untenable, gives up this sovereignty
in a social contract that initiates sovereign
power in a political community. Hence, the
sovereign of the polis, far from being legislated by a law of heaven, is inaugurated as
a reversal of the state of nature: that which
governs life because it has superseded the
exposure of death in the pre-political mythic
dimension.
Although Hobbes’ political philosophy was
intended to justify feudal sovereignty to do
so he also undercut the ideological basis of
that conception of sovereign power: the only
thing that destined some men to be kings
was the exercise of power itself, and the recognition of this power according to a mythic
social contract, but not the diktat of heaven.
It is thus not surprising that Hobbes’ mythology regarding the basis of sovereign power
is preserved in liberalism, the central philosophical ideology of the bourgeois order
which was emerging during his time. Early liberal philosophers were obsessed with
justifying the bourgeois right to replace the
decaying feudal order just as monarchists
were devoted to justifying the right of the
traditional sovereign. Since the latter based
their right to power on appeals to a specific understanding of natural sovereignty (i.e.
God destined some to be kings and others
to be peasants), the former used the mythology of Hobbes to justify the destiny of the
class driving the ascent of capitalism. Ruling
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classes always seek to justify their right to
rule according to what is “natural” because
to think the basis of their rule according to
the contradiction of class struggle would be
to admit that there is something irreconcilable lurking beneath the social formations
they seek to justify. Liberal philosophers
would mystify the emergent bourgeois class
consciousness by appealing to naturalized
conceptions of the sovereign individual established by Hobbes, though in a manner
that Hobbes would find terrifying. After all,
if every individual is naturally a sovereign
subject, as Hobbes claims, then why would
it be eternally necessary to accept a political
order founded on the general suppression
of this natural right? Hence, although bourgeois ideology profaned the sacred doctrine of sovereignty––thus indicating that
social class was made rather than found (as
a caste or estate)––it did so according to a
reinscription of sovereignty: every individual
is a natural master, feudal sovereignty was a
misunderstanding of the natural sovereignty
of competing individuals, sovereign power in
the political community is located in a system of rational laws generated by the sovereign individual subject, i.e. the bourgeois
subject.
We are glossing over a lot, here, moving
quickly through the ideological contortions
that were generated by the rise of capitalism
that justified and furthered this generation.
From Locke’s instantiation of the sovereign
subject according to property to Mill’s harm
principle where sovereign power is found in
the balance between sovereign individuals
there is a lot to cover.4
Nevertheless we can locate a clear conception of liberal sovereign power, found
in a situation where competing sovereign
individuals are bound together according
to a sovereign legal apparatus, in the work
of Bentham and Austin. Indeed, in Austin’s
The Province of Jurisprudence Determined
(which was influenced by Bentham) we can
witness the ways in which the notion of sovereign power has been imported into bour-

geois right: i) laws are the commands of the
sovereign; ii) sovereign power is based and
enforced by sanctions (the control over life
and death); iii) sovereignty is recognized by
the will of the majority. (Austin, 1832: 138-139)
If society is comprised of sovereign individuals, and these individuals do not give their
power over to traditional sovereign power,
then sovereignty is instead located in another agreement: the republican legal system. The “uncommanded commander” is
the power recognized (possibly through suffrage) by otherwise sovereign individuals.
Hence the concept of sovereignty is in fact
the bedrock of the bourgeois notion of the
State as a social contract between otherwise
free individuals. That is, the State arises either as the agreement between sovereign
individuals to give over this sovereignty to a
traditional sovereign power, or as an agreement found in some form of republican or
democratic legal system. (The clearest classical expression of the latter, which defines
much of contemporary liberal discourse,
is Mill’s “harm principle” where the State’s
political sovereignty is located in the direct
conciliation of the competing rights of sovereign individuals.) In both cases a theory of
the State is based on the notion of sovereign
power as an originary political-juridical apparatus. By treating the emergence of the
State as an agreement of sovereignty (a social contract) the actual historical and material conditions by which a State emerges and
persists are obscured.
In order to concretely understand State
power, then, we need to think beyond the
ideology of sovereignty. Although it could be
argued that the contemporary radical theorization of sovereignty is merely an excavation of the ideology described above, such
an argument is mainly rhetorical. Clearly this
contemporary conceptualization of sovereign power does not agree with Hobbes or
the classical liberals, nor does it aim to justify and promulgate forms of modern social
contract theory; it is hostile to all forms of
sovereignty. The problem, however, is that
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by failing to engage with the historical and
material basis of the modern problematic of
sovereignty it can never say what sovereignty is , how it came about, upon which social
relations it is reliant, and what the social/
political power of a State means beyond an
appeal to sovereignty and bio/necropolitics.
Indeed, contemporary theorists of sovereignty accept the classical conflation of sovereignty and the state, often switching back
and forth between both terms as if they are
synonyms. For example, in Stolen Life Moten
writes:
What remains necessary are the ongoing imperatives of exodus from the
genocidal construct of human sovereignty that ceaselessly consumes what
it is meant to protect. Those imperatives are the antinational, international, ante political refuge of the refugee.
They constitute the resistance to every
state, the disavowal of every homeland,
the destruction of every wall, the obliteration of every checkpoint. (Moten,
2018B: 226)
And yet a number of very different phenomena are conflated by Moten in the formula
of “human sovereignty”. Can sovereignty truly account, as a unifying principle, for every
state and nation? The liberal conception of
sovereignty claims to be such unifying principle––as attested by Hobbes, Bentham,
Austin, Mill, and so many others––and indeed justified such unity according to the
genocidal impulses of colonialism and capitalism. Simply conceiving of this notion as
pejorative, however, is not entirely useful.
Capitalist and colonial states “ceaselessly
consume what [they are] meant to protect,”
but what about revolutionary states built
through anti-capitalist and anti-colonial revolution? What about Indigenous sovereignty? White supremacist nations and homelands must be rejected but should we also
reject the nationalisms and homelands theorized by the colonized as part of their struggles, articulated according to internationalist
principles, as has been the case of many of

the great moments of decolonization? Must
these be disavowed? Interestingly enough,
in The Universal Machine Moten expresses
some doubt over the theory of sovereignty. After noting Agamben’s connection with
Schmitt he asks: “[b]ut how do we analyze
the originary power of a figure [of sovereignty] that depends on the originary violation of
the normativity that guarantees that power?
If sovereign power is not subject to analysis, perhaps its vicissitudes open a pathway
onto something that remains… both incalculable and impossible.” (Moten, 2018A: 40-41)
Moten’s question, however, is premised on
the fact that, as he himself notes, “what initiates everything, for Schmitt and Agamben…
is the originary power of the sovereign.” (Ibid.,
40)5
Once we recognize that the problematic of
sovereignty does not “initiate everything”,
and that it is an ideology that emerges
through the rising power of the bourgeoisie,
it becomes calculable and possible to chart.
The problem is that the contemporary problematic of sovereignty treats sovereignty as
originary, as something that “initiates everything”, when in fact it emerged as a philosophical problematic at a particular historical
juncture that, as an ideology, obscures social
relations. Such obfuscation is maintained by
contemporary iterations of sovereignty theory, none of which can explain the ways in
which state power is deployed aside from
referring to this ideological form that, being
originary, “is not subject to analysis.” Hence,
can we even exit from sovereignty, as Agamben demands, if we cannot understand its
social and historical basis?
Excursus: Anti-Duhring
In a well-known passage in Anti-Duhring,
quoted by Fanon in The Wretched of the
Earth, Engels writes:
But let us look a little more closely at this
omnipotent “force” of Herr Dühring’s.
Crusoe enslaved Friday “sword in hand”.
Where did he get the sword? Even on
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the imaginary islands of the Robinson Crusoe epic, swords have not, up
to now, been known to grow on trees,
and Herr Dühring provides no answer to
this question. If Crusoe could procure a
sword for himself, we are equally entitled to assume that one fine morning
Friday might appear with a loaded revolver in his hand, and then the whole
“force” relationship is inverted. Friday
commands, and it is Crusoe who has
to drudge. […] So, then, the revolver triumphs over the sword; and this will
probably make even the most childish
axiomatician comprehend that force is
no mere act of the will, but requires the
existence of very real preliminary conditions before it can come into operation,
namely, instruments, the more perfect
of which gets the better of the less perfect; moreover, that these instruments
have to be produced, which implies
that the producer of more perfect instruments of force… gets the better of
the producer of the less perfect instruments, and that, in a word, the triumph
of force is based on the production of
arms, and this in turn on production in
general… on the material means which
force has at its disposal. (Engels, 1987:
153-154)
Some background here: Eugen Dühring
claimed that force or power (gewalt in the
German) was the basis of class oppression
and used the story of Robinson Crusoe––
which, Engels noted, “properly belongs to
the nursery and not to the field of science”
(Ibid., 154)––to illustrate this claim. Crusoe
makes Friday work for him, according to this
fairy tale that is used as a substitute for scientific analysis, because he possesses the
power of his sword. Engels’ rejoinder is quite
clear: if we are to participate in this imaginary
of power as a basis for political economy
then we might as well imagine Friday shows
up with a gun. In reality, however, neither
swords nor guns grow from trees but both
are instruments that imply material conditions of production. That is, power is never

unmediated––it does not just drop down
from the sky like the sword owned by Robinson Crusoe––but is in fact economic and
political. There is a production process that
manufactures instruments of violent political control; there are political conditions that
allow the monopoly of this power. There is
no such thing, therefore, as force or power
that does not imply economic and political
mediation.
So what does this have to do with the contemporary deployment of the concept of
sovereignty? Simply this: sovereignty functions precisely as Dühring’s explanation of
gewalt functioned for his pitiable attempt to
create an alternative to revolutionary theory
in the 19th Century. Sovereignty is conceived
as an immanent force that, in its deployment
of biopolitics (or even necropolitics), concerns the notion of power that is not thought
according to “the material means which [it]
has at its disposal.” The contemporary discourse of sovereignty imagines itself, like
Crusoe’s sword, as originary rather than the
result of economic and political processes.
Moreover, the Foucauldian notion of power
that these contemporary sovereignty discourses mobilize––bio/necropolitics as
an immanent condition of sovereign power––echo Dühring’s notion of power. That is,
Dühring’s conception of power is the liberal imaginary of sovereignty transposed into
a pseudo-socialist register. As such, it prefigures contemporary theories of sovereign
power. Hence, Engels’ response to Dühring
applies also to these contemporary theories.
If the contemporary iteration of sovereign
power conceals the economic and political conditions of social power it does so by
presenting an obscure definition of the latter that, because of its obscurity, occults the
former. In other words, the concept of sovereignty is a confused theory of political power
that is also detached from a theory of economic power. As we have discussed, liberal
theories of sovereignty are not based on an
understanding of how one social class possesses more power than another due to the
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structure of a given mode of production. Instead these theories treat the sovereign power of a State as the agreement between the
competing interests of sovereign individuals.
Sovereignty is thus interpreted as that which
pre-exists the state and, like in a camera
obscura, what is a consequence is treated
as a cause. Such is Dühring’s conception of
power which, as should be obvious, was lifted from liberal conceptions of social power.
In its occulting of the economic structure of
a mode of production that determines what
social classes hold power––as well as what
members of these classes might become,
in different social formations, the figure of
the sovereign––it thus cannot explain the
meaning of political power. Again: the notion
of sovereignty is conflated with the concept
of the State, which in turn homogenizes both
economic and political power as part of an
identical problematic. Such a homogenization was already present in Hobbes where
the state of political power emerges naturally from the state of nature: the problematic
of sovereignty is a mystified equivocation of
the term state. Hence, in order to demystify
what contemporary theories of sovereignty
occult and equivocate we need to again engage with a materialist conception of political power, a theory of the State that finds its
clearest expression in the work of Lenin.
The Instrumentalist Theory of the State
Lenin’s theory of the State has fallen into
some disrepute in Political Science, classified as too “instrumentalist” to account
for everything that makes up a State and
its day-to-day functioning. (Similar charges
have been made about Marx’s theorization
of capitalism and its economic processes,
however, and it has withstood and superseded these charges whenever they have been
made.) My point here is not to engage with
the criticisms of Lenin’s concept of the State
so as to demonstrate how it is logically superior. As with Marx’s work on the meaning
of capitalism, Lenin’s theory can withstand
and supersede these charges because it has
proven itself capable of accounting for the

phenomena it is meant to account for, and
has done so by providing more explanatory
depth than competing theories. Although it
is indeed the case that aspects of this theory require further elaboration and updating,
such theoretical development already exists in the work of theorists and philosophers
who have worked within the Leninist tradition of State theory––Gramsci’s conception
of hegemony is one such example––and I
will be taking these developments into account in this section.
Moreover, the claim that Lenin’s reduction of
the State to an instrument of class repression
is too simplistic and thus inadequate to account for its object of analysis is a claim that
is philosophically weak. Such a claim misses
the point. Just as Marx’s theory of capitalism
was intended to logically reduce a complex
mode of production to its essential functions
in the interest of thinking an abstract model,
Lenin’s theory of the State is also not intended to account for all super-added complexities discovered in each particular instantiation of the State machine.6
Lenin’s analysis is quite simple: what is the
State’s core logic, why does it exist in the
first place, why is its emergence historically necessitated. It is true that Lenin does not
provide full descriptions of the juridical aspects of various States, the meaning of civil
society, and the constellation of institutions
through which class ideology is deployed
demonstrates a failure to grasp the meaning of Lenin’s theorization. But a rigorous anthropological account of the State form as it
has existed throughout history was not what
Lenin was doing; he was attempting to think
the abstract scientific model of the State. All
abstractions, though gleaned from the complexity of a vast array of data, are necessarily
reductions so that something universally applicable can be related to the multiplicity of
particularity. Despite the fact that defending
Lenin’s theory of the State against its discontents is beyond the gamut of this essay, I will
demonstrate that, like all scientific concepts,
it can better account for its object of analysis
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than contemporary theories of sovereignty.
As noted in the previous section all discussion of social power––that is, articulations of
what allows some people and institutions to
exploit/oppress and designates others as
the object of this exploitation/oppression––
are in fact discussions of two general categories: economic power and political power.
The first category concerns the broad division
of economic classes under a given mode of
production: the way things are produced in
a particular social/historical formation, and
the way such a social formation reproduces
itself as this social formation, implies a social
division where the majority of people labour
so that a minority can benefit from this labour. Under pre-capitalist modes of production, such as feudalism, this social division is
justified according to estate or caste; under
capitalist modes of production this social division is revealed as social class where the
relationship of wage labour to capital breaks
from the social division between peasants/
workers and a divinely ordained aristocracy
without, for all that, breaking from the antagonistic contradiction between the dominated
and the dominators. Furthermore, the development of instruments or technics designed
to promulgate social power (i.e. swords,
guns, tanks, etc.) concern this economic category: the oppressed and exploited masses
make the instruments that are used by their
oppressors and exploiters to keep them in
line. The technologies of warfare, along with
the technologies that aid this warfare, do not
grow from trees or fall from the heavens.
The problem with a purely economic account of social power, however, is that it is
not enough to ensure the reproduction of a
mode of production. Why would the majority
of people in a mode of production accept oppression, work to ensure their domination by
a minority, and not use the instruments they
produce against their oppressors? A constellation of institutions designed to ensure the
domination of the majority are thus called
into being and mobilized by the minority in

power the moment there is a social division
where the majority toil at the expense of the
latter. Indeed, the very fact that one class can
possess social power and another can be
dominated requires a consolidated machine
of political power, i.e. the state. “The state is
the product and the manifestation of the irreconcilability of class antagonisms,” writes
Lenin: “The state arises when, where and to
the extent that class antagonisms cannot be
objectively reconciled. And, conversely, the
existence of the state proves that the class
antagonisms are irreconcilable.” (Lenin, 1987:
273) Economic and political power are thus
intertwined and the latter is always necessitated by the former when there is class antagonism.
We need to be careful, though, so as to
avoid falling into the mythic imaginary of a
Hobbesian state of nature that treats sovereign power as originary. The social division
that marks the economic meaning of social
power, and thus necessitates political power, does not imply a primordial sovereignty.
People are not destined to divide into economic classes where one of these classes
must be sovereign, thus requiring the sanctification of political power in the sovereign
state. Rather class division emerges according to a real history of successive complexity
and thus social classifications of differentiation also emerge in relation to actual historical phenomena. The agrarian revolution, for
example, necessitated a division of labour
required to sustain this social transformation
over a long period of time. Although history could have developed in other directions
the only thing that matters is how it actually
developed: aside from some very important
and notable exceptions, these moments of
agrarian revolution tended to produce significant class differentiation. In these cases we do not encounter an example of the
Hobbesian state of nature, nor its distorted
reflection in contemporary sovereignty discourse of originary power, but merely a social division based on social circumstance
that will lead to class differentiation. And
once this differentiation becomes clear po46
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litical power is necessitated: early forms of
the state begin to appear as well.
The conception of sovereignty that appears
in the work of Hobbes and is concretized
in liberal theory, however, functions to obscure the fact of irreconcilable class interests. According to this conception society
is a collection of individuals who give up
their natural sovereignty in order to reach
the compromise of social peace. Sovereign
power in the form of a State (with the figure
of the sovereign or sovereigns or sovereign
theories of law) reconciles the chaos of individual wills. Hence, the state is an organ
where “order means the [rational] conciliation of classes,” though social class is often
obscured by appeals to individual will and
natural liberty, when in fact “the state is an
organ of class rule, an organ for the oppression of one class by another” which creates
“order” when it “legalizes and perpetuates
this oppression by moderating the collision
between classes.” (Ibid., 274) The concept of
sovereign power thus functions, in its explicitly bourgeois expression, as an ideology to
conceal the material function and meaning
of the State. Just as there is no Great Chain
of Being that grants the sovereign the divine
destiny to rule, there is no state of nature
comprised of sovereign individuals that rationally necessitates a social contract so as
to found sovereignty as the originary ground
of political power.
Moreover, those radical contemporary expressions of the theory of sovereign power
are ultimately articulations of what was always an ideology that, in the last instance,
can be traced to the origin of the State at
that moment when class interests become
acutely irreconcilable. While it may be the
case that class rule generates particular
ideologies regarding how different forms of
life should be constructed and treated––or
ideologies about the right of those in power
to decide who gets to live and who gets to
die––these are generated by concrete material processes. Sovereignty as an ideology,
and whatever can be attached to this ideol-

ogy, is a symptom of the enclosure of class
struggle by the State machine. There is in
fact nothing remarkable about Agamben’s
paradox of sovereign power (that the sovereign is both “outside and inside the juridical
order”) since it is merely an echo of Austin’s
unremarkable claim that law is the province
of the “uncommanded commander.” Indeed
the latter conceptualization was a way to locate the origin of the State’s juridical structure outside of class struggle, a denial that
laws emerge organically in the course of
the class struggle that continues within the
State formation.
If the State emerges when class struggle
becomes acute, and a class divided mode
of production requires a machine to protect
and ensure its reproduction, then juridical
categories organically emerge as well––not
as commands of an uncommanded sovereign power, not because of the paradox of
some ur-sovereignty, but in the messy and
haphazard way ruling classes that possess
an internal heterogeneity must interact and
relate to those classes forced into reconciliation. These laws or “commands” have less
to do with the state of exception and more
to do with the vicissitudes of a given mode
of production’s maintenance. While it is indeed the case that the State’s legal apparatus arises because of class repression, and
is perpetuated by “special bodies of armed
men which have prisons, etc. at their disposal,” (Ibid., 275) it is not the case that this juridical aspect of the State is purely the result of
a conspiracy of sovereign power as Agamben and those inspired by Agamben seem
to imagine. That is, if class struggle persists
under the State––which can only enforce
the order of class rule but must consistently
function to keep it in check––then the legal
order also develops as an expression of this
perpetual civil war.7
Take, for example, the body of contemporary
labour laws in the imperialist metropoles that
only came into being because of the struggles of the exploited and oppressed masses
that forced the historical compromise be47
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tween labour and capital. While it is indeed
the case that these laws were only enacted so
as to neutralize the threat of communist revolution––and in a broader economic sense
were only possible because of the mechanism of imperialist super-exploitation––they
are not the result of some foundational concept of sovereign power but, in point of fact,
generated by class struggle within various
bourgeois states of affairs. Let us go back to
previous modes of production with their own
States where similar legal developments
were generated, not by the requirements of
sovereignty’s state of exception, but by the
undercurrent of class struggle. Since Agamben likes to transpose the notion of sovereign power into the world of Roman imperial
power let us do the same. In Ancient Rome
we discover an entire succession of plebeian withdrawals from patrician political power that forced various transformations upon
the imperial juridical order from 494 to 287
BCE: a series of secessio plebes that resulted, among other things, in the creation of the
Tribunate and laws concerning land reform.8
We can of course find similar withdrawals
across the non-European ancient world that,
as a whole, demonstrate that the State’s encapsulation of a given mode of production
develops its laws and practices according to
the very class struggle it functions to contain.
Furthermore, while it is indeed the case that
the juridical aspect of the State primarily
concerns the containment of class struggle,
even when it functions according to the diktat of ruling class power it does not do so according to the conspiracy of sovereignty. The
ruling class is itself divided according to various ideological perspectives. Hence, as its
State develops, laws emerge so as to keep
these differentials within the class in line according to this class’s own internal struggles.
Laws of proper engagement, laws designed
to mediate bourgeois competition, laws to
castigate those elements of the bourgeoisie
that violate the rules of capitalist competition within the class. Although it is correct to

recognize that these laws can be challenged
and rewritten at certain historical conjunctures (i.e. when fascist elements are displacing liberal elements), or that they are not as
repressive as the laws mediating the existence of the dominated classes, this merely
signifies the ways in which the legal order is
transformed according to the contradiction
between capitalist factions. Nor should we
forget that the juridical aspect of the State is
not primary to the State’s function.
The State, as Evgeny Pashukanis has rigorously demonstrated in his Leninist theory
of law, “as an organization of class domination, and as an organization for waging external wars, neither needs nor admits of any
legal interpretation.” (Pashukanis, 2008: 137)
Rather, the juridical aspect that the State
codifies to grant the veneer of lawfulness
to ruling class power evolves first and foremost through the necessity of stabilizing
exchange relations which are the first legal
relations: “power as a guarantor of market
exchange not only employs the language of
law, but also functions as law and law alone,
that is, it becomes one with the abstract objective norm.” (Ibid.) Pashukanis goes on to
critique “juridical theories of the state” that
provide only “a purely ideological… distorted reflection of reality.” (Ibid) For Pashukanis
“juridical theories” are those represented by
Hobbes as well as the liberal tradition of legal positivism; his criticism of them implies
a criticism of the contemporary theories of
sovereignty which proceed from positing
“the state as an independent force distinct
from society” (Ibid., 145) (i.e. a state of exception) and are rooted “in the very concept of
public authority… of authority an authority
which belongs to no one in particular, stands
above everyone, and addresses itself to everyone. In using this concept to orient itself,
juridical theory inevitably loses touch with
actual reality” (Ibid., 146)
For theories of sovereignty, the State is an
epiphenomenon of a fundamental juridical-political order wherein sovereignty emanates. According to Carl Schmitt the earth
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is “the mother of law”: the juridical-political
order is called forth by a sovereign power
in command of the earth based on earth’s
“inner measure”, its territorial divisions, and
the delineations and enclosures the sovereign commands to be built upon the earth.
(Schmitt, 2006: 42) According to Pashukanis,
though, a juridical order only arises after the
State emerges to force a detente between
opposed class interests and, in its simplest
form, to mediate market exchange. The social relations of those who live and work
upon the earth eventually become legal relations through the State’s political structuring of class-divided modes of production.
Once we recognize that the juridical aspect
of the State is only an aspect, a characteristic,
and not foundational to what a State actually is, theories of sovereignty lose their claim
to conceptual primacy. Already it should
be clear that the ways in which these theories conceptualize legal relations are not
sufficient to explain their complexity since,
as discussed above, the juridical order as a
whole cannot be fully explained according
to theories of sovereign power. At best such
theories explain particular ideological aspects of the legal system; at worst they capitulate to fascist notions of the mythic earth.
The historical materialist theory of the State,
though, can account not only for the legal
system(s) it contains, but for the entire array
of institutional and structural apparatuses
that are developed and patched together as
different articulations of the State are generated by different modes of production. More
primary than its juridical aspect, then, are the
various intersecting institutions (both ideological and repressive, to borrow Althusserian terminology) that evolve in the course of
the development of ruling class hegemony,
and the complex legal institution is one of
these apparatuses. Hence, Gramsci’s notion
of hegemony is much more salient than the
notion of sovereignty. Whereas the coercive
aspect of the State is necessary to ensure
the domination of one class by another, as
a particular ruling class becomes normalized as the dominant class institutions de-

velop that make this class’s values and perspectives “common sense” so that everyone
within a given State machine will consent to
ruling class ideology, including the members of the ruling class themselves. That is,
even members of the ruling class––so many
of whom do not think according to the ideology of sovereignty––will believe that their
values are facts of nature. Although some
members and factions of the ruling class
might be more cynical and “realist”, and thus
think of their political power according to a
conception of sovereignty, on the whole the
various factions of the ruling class are themselves knit together by the hegemony of
common sense if and when a mode of production’s State machine succeeds in making
its ruling class hegemonic.
Therefore, when we think through the complexities revealed and accounted for by an
instrumentalist theory of the State we do not
find an actual case of homogenous sovereign
power: what is presented to us by the capitalist State is a series of contradictions within which the notion of sovereignty is merely
one ideological expression of the complexities of class rule. The paradox of sovereignty
is not foundational; it is symptomatic.
Once we recognize that the State is the
grounds of political power, and in fact determines ideologies such as sovereign power,
we are also presented with a solution to this
problem. The old State is smashed in a revolution and a new State, designed to repress
the class responsible for the dictatorship of
the bourgeosie is instituted. Through this
mechanism new laws, themselves defined
by proletarian power, are enacted in the hope
that the State will eventually wither away.
(Lenin, 1987: 280-285) Whereas contemporary theories of sovereign power are premised on a vague “exodus” from sovereign
power the Leninist conception of political
power grasps that such an exodus requires
that we understand the material meaning of
State power. Rather than a simplistic politics
of refusal we are confronted with a politics of
understanding the material meaning of po49
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litical power and, in this understanding, what
is required to pursue a politics beyond the
current state of affairs: to smash the current
arrangement of political power, to arrange a
counter political power, to use this counter
political power to push the very exit about
which contemporary theorists of sovereignty fantasize.
Now it is indeed the case that anarchists
reject Lenin’s analysis of the dictatorship of
the proletariat and the withering away of the
State. Since I am not interested in engaging
with this problematic here, though, I will not
waste time defending Lenin’s arguments
about the revolutionary use of the State machine. Rather, I will ask whether anarchist
interpretations of the problem of political
power are answered by contemporary theories of sovereignty. Although it is indeed
the case that some libertarian communist
conceptions of political power (i.e. Tiqqun,
the Invisible Committee, and some others)
have utilized Agamben (and Schmitt and
Hobbes) to talk about political power, the
truth is that by-and-large this conception
of political power also fails to meet general non-Leninist but anti-capitalist standards.
This analysis of sovereignty and a purported exit remain vague because they cannot
fully account for contemporary State power
except to flee down the rabbit hole of excessive theoretical idealism. The State is still defined according to liberal conceptions, even
if it inverts the morality of these conceptions,
and remains undefined beyond the horizon
of a vague sovereignty. Moreover, traditional
anarchist solutions to the problem of State
power (syndicalism, platformism, etc.) can
still be sites, according to these theories,
where sovereign power operates. And what
about anti-colonial struggles for national
self-determination, that a number of anarchists also care about? These also are avenues through which sovereignty can operate
since the concept functions to collapse the
distinctions between State, Nation, Organization, and Economy.
If we must exit from sovereignty then we

must first and foremost exit from the theory
of sovereignty.
Enlightenment Legacy
When it comes to the legacy of the Enlightenment, popular contemporary radical
theories are decisive in their judgment: the
Enlightenment was entirely murderous due
to its relationship with colonialism and capitalism; Marxism was part of the Enlightenment sequence, thus Marxism is a murderous Enlightenment discourse. What should
be clear by this point, however, is that the
theory that seeks to condemn Marxism to
the worst excesses of the Enlightenment is
in point of fact guilty of absorbing what were
the actual worst excesses. That is, the contemporary radical theory that premises itself
on a critique of sovereignty in point of fact
is guilty of continuing the predatory aspect
of the Enlightenment while, simultaneously,
condemning Marxism for the same crime.
Whereas Marxism rejected the bourgeois
aspects of the Enlightenment––thus becoming a “modernity critical of modernity”––
by pushing the notion of the scientific break
from mystification to its extreme, these
post-Marxist theories claimed that Marxism’s
promulgation of Enlightenment “science”
was criminal while simultaneously pursuing the bourgeois aspect of Enlightenment
thought: the ideology of sovereign power.
The supposed radical critics of Enlightenment have been absorbed in the Enlightenment’s colonial and capitalist conception of
social power. Although they do not valorize
sovereignty and seek an exit from its field, by
merely inverting the value-relation they preserve the mystification resulting from treating this category as foundational.
Let us be clear: the scientific break demanded by the European Enlightenment contributed to world historical thought; it was revolutionary insofar as it demanded the total
demystification of the world and its germinal
conceptualization of science motivated this
radical impulse. At the same time, and as I
discussed in Radiating Disaster Triumphant,
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this radical impulse was delimited by colonialism and capitalism which locked the impulse to demystify within the colonial-capitalist ideology of mastery and predation.
We can only work our way out of this predatory narrative of Enlightenment, though, by
embracing its most radically scientific aspect––a “modernity critical of modernity”––
initiated by Marx and Engels’ scientific “ruthless criticism of all that exists.”
Theories of sovereign power by themselves
do not permit a path out of the impasse of
Enlightenment and modernity because, critical of the wrong aspects of that period, they
are absorbed by Enlightenment’s ideological constellation. Based on their vague definition of political power––and the conflation
of different registers of social power with
each other as well as with categories such as
State, nation, and the juridical––these theories often generate problems in the ability to
think the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie and
colonial/imperial oppression. In The Transit
of Empire, after discussing Agamben’s conception of sovereignty and the state of exception, Jody A. Byrd discusses the lacuna
in Agamben’s thought when he attempts
to use this theory in relation to the problem
of U.S. sovereignty: “Why doesn’t Agamben
theorize the state of exception in relation to
American Indians in the first place? It is striking, if not unanticipated, that all three of his
presidential examples played a significant
role in ordering the historical landscape.”
(Byrd, 2011: 191) Moreover, the vague solution of an exit from sovereign power effaces
the fact that national sovereignty––in a concrete-material sense and not the metaphysical-ideological sense conveyed by these
theories of sovereign power––is in fact a
radical anti-colonial demand:
One of the key components of national
self-determination and sovereignty involves the nation’s ability to define for
itself the self and other, the inside and
out. These boundaries are absolutely
necessary, first and foremost for indigenous peoples because of the geno-

cidal ethnic fraud […] not to mention the
exploitation and mining of indigenous
intellectual and cultural subjectivities.
(Ibid., 144)
There is not enough space in this essay to
explore the ways in which the concept of
sovereignty can be understood materially in
relation to the category of nationor evennation-state. Although we have demonstrated
how an instrumentalist theory of the State
calls into question the mythology of these
contemporary theories of sovereign power,
a theory of nation and national self-determination (of the kind that both the history of
Marxist and anti-colonial/decolonial theory
have explored) would further demonstrate
how the notion of sovereignty is not generative but is a secondary concept based on
different registers of social power and social structures. Suffice to say, proposing that
the solution is an exit from sovereign power would mean also proposing to colonized
peoples that they should exit their struggles
for national self-determination. After all such
struggles, if accomplished and according to
this constellation of theories, would only reinscribe the problem of sovereignty––they
would generate new states of exception,
new forms of life where some are reduced to
the categories of bare life, and new mechanics of bio/necropolitics. Settlerist ideology,
interestingly enough, makes similar claims
due to its proximity to the ideology of colonial-capitalist hegemony: if the nationally
oppressed succeed in decolonizing, we are
told, then those forms of life associated with
settler society will be slated for execution or
mass exodus.
The overall point, then, is that the contemporary conception of sovereignty can be used
to condemn all types of social power that
are built to challenge the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie in its various manifestations. It
is a politics of disempowerment. Aside from
being an idealist rather than materialist analysis of concrete social/historical phenomena, such an approach by itself also obscures
all possible solutions for oppressive and ex51
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ploitative manifestations of social power by
occulting them according to the theme of
a sovereign power that, at root, is nothing
more than the bourgeoisie reifying its own
path to class empowerment.
As we claw our way out of the inheritance
presented by the European Enlightenment
and the shibboleth of modernity that was at
the same time a history of mastery and domination, we need to retain the best elements
of this history––a modernity critical of modernity, the root conception of science––so
as to understand the meaning of social power and its deployment. We must resist all attempts to remystify what has been gleaned
from this experience. Rather we should think
our resistance according to the most radical
movements opposing the predations of this
history. We must think the meaning of political power according to a concrete analysis
of the concrete situation. Such thought will
necessarily begin with an exit from these
theories of sovereign power.
Special thanks to Jude Welburn, my friend
and colleague, who helped generate this
essay through innumerable discussions regarding the intersection of our respective
areas of research. The edits and insights he
provided to the first draft were invaluable.
NOTES
1 Philosophically this centering of the subject can be located in the work of Descartes.
Most are aware of the centrality of the Cartesian subject in the Meditations where the
conventions of skepticism are used to reveal
an irreducible subject that, through the cogito, is sovereign over its self-knowledge, and
thus knowledge in general. What is forgotten, however, is the more radical Descartes
of the Discourse where “the ‘natural’ use of
reason” implied by the cogito meant that every individual, regardless of their social position, could self-actualize their sovereignty.
(Shaw, 2017: 34.)
2 It is worth noting that even within this theo-

retical tradition of “sovereign power” Agamben’s singular focus on Nazi genocide has
been questioned. Mbembe, Weheliye, and
others have criticized him for treating this
example as exceptional when colonial genocides and US slave plantations are excluded
and rendered unspeakable.
3 I am well aware that, amongst the
post-Marxist milieu of thinkers, Gilles
Deleuze appears to offer an alternative approach to the theory of sovereign power with
his notion of “control societies”. Such a notion
seems to provide a different conception of
political power by distancing itself from the
conception of sovereignty while seeming to
account for it. In “Postscript on the Societies
of Control” Deleuze provides a periodization
of three epochs of political power: sovereignty, disciplinary, and control. This periodization, however, is merely cosmetic since it
provides little to no investigation on the material aspects of the economy and the state
thus mimicking the same logic that contemporary theories of sovereign power utilize.
Hence, there is no reason to treat his notion
of control as substantially different from the
notion of sovereignty, or discipline for that
matter. The fact that numerous theorists who
rely on the theory of sovereign power inherited from Foucault and Agamben have been
able to easily suture Deleuze’s conception of
control to a framework of sovereignty (one
such example is Jasbir Puar’s The Right to
Maim) with little difficulty demonstrates that
all Deleuze did was provide an extension of
the theory of sovereign power that was more
about novel technological and institutional
developments rather than the kind of historical shift that we would witness, for example, between feudal and capitalist modes of
production. “The concept of control society
is so elastic and easy to manipulate,” writes
Gabriel Rockhill, “that it can purport to connect so many heteroclite phenomena in a
more or less coherent ensemble. In doing so,
however, it loses its power of discrimination,
since the link between all of these disparate
elements sometimes seem to depend more
on free association than on a rigorous deter52
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mination.” (Rockhill, 2017: 35-36) If there is a
link between the “disparate elements” that
are arbitrarily categorized between three
equally arbitrary “epochs” it is an underlying conception of power that, lacking concrete analyses of concrete situations, can
be whimsically categorized as sovereign,
disciplinary, or controlling. This idealist conception of power will be examined in a later
section.
4 It is also worth noting, how emergent bourgeois rationality, even when it seeks to break
from feudal and mystified conceptions of
social power often could not help but think
sovereignty according to these categories.
Francis Bacon and others thus “invoke the
grant of dominion over nature in Genesis”
when discussing human sovereignty. (Welburn, 2018: 2)
5 To be clear, despite my problems with
Moten’s promulgation of contemporary theories of sovereignty, his theoretical canniness in exposing its limits is one of the many
reasons I also have great respect for his theoretical project.
6 Here we must recall how Samir Amin often reminded his readers that no capitalist
mode of production perfectly resembles
what is described in Capital just as complex
phenomena in every science do not identically resemble theoretical models intended
to account for a given set of phenomena.
7 There is an interesting connection, here,
to Hobbes’ “war of all against all.” The chaos he observed in the English Civil War was
merely the ravages of the perpetual civil war
between classes that had broken the cantonment of the State. Hobbes thus understood that the State exists to contain civil
war; he just misunderstood the meaning of
this civil war, the historical processes that
had brought it into being, and presumed it
was a natural condition. Tiqqun explores this
relationship in Introduction to Civil War and
makes some interesting points before becoming absorbed by Agamben’s theoriza-

tion of sovereign power.
8 As an aside it is notable that Agamben and
those who follow his conception of sovereign power make much ado about the conception of life in the Roman Republic, and
the supposed functioning of sovereignty in
this period, but fail to read the history of juridical development from these significant
moments of plebeian revolt and withdrawal.
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After examining Marxism’s emergence
against the field of modern bourgeois
thought, and the ways in which aspects of
this bourgeois thought have been preserved
by Marxism’s supposed “radical” critics, it
should be clear that Marxism is a theory that
is radically other to the theoretical constellation that formed its historical backdrop. Despite those pernicious claims that Marxism
is merely another expression of European
Enlightenment thinking, no different intrinsically from various republican or liberal philosophical expressions, it is difficult to locate
Marxism within the same constellation beyond noting its historical genesis. Honestly
apprehending such a genesis, however, requires that we also not commit the genetic
fallacy because the moment of Marxism’s
emergence was not principally determined
by identification with the philosophies of the
time; rather its emergence was premised on
their rejection.
The Enlightenment claimed to demystify the
world but became trapped in the remystification of capitalist and colonial social relations; Marxism manifested with the intention
of demystifying Enlightenment and modernity, creating the tools to do so. Early scientific practices were locked within the bourgeois order but, despite these limitations,
still managed to produce truth processes.
The science proclaimed by Marx and Engels, though, went further by providing the
basis for a laboratory that could also challenge the limits of early modern scientific
practice by understanding them as historical phenomena. Bourgeois thought sought
to understand political power beyond the
limits drawn by feudalism but, in doing so,
remained trapped in conceptions of sover-

eignty as Kant’s “Perpetual Peace” treatise
admirably demonstrates. Marxism begins by
demystifying political power, and thus the
conception of sovereign power, opening up
a field of political science that would be developed by later Marxist thinkers.
For those who continue to claim that Marx
and Engels were engaged in developing
a radical form of liberal thought (Amartya
Sen, for example, continues to trot out this
proclamation) we only need to point them to
the claims systematized in this essay trilogy
that demonstrate the opposite. If there is an
overlap between Marx and Engels’ historical
materialism and liberalism it is mainly because the names of certain values (equality,
liberty, etc.) were noted by both; the conceptual meaning of these values, as works such
as The Holy Family demonstrate, are significantly different. I write mainly because there
is also the residue of liberalism in early works
of Marx, such as some of the pieces in the
1844 Manuscripts, but this merely demonstrates that Marx was struggling his way out
of the ruling ideology of the ruling class.
(And the residue of Eurocentrism persisted
for much longer.) By the time Capital and
Anti-Duhring were written, however, all liberal categories of thought were consciously
ejected; in these post-Manifesto works Marx
and Engels openly mocked liberal philosophy, demarcating their theory from liberalism.
Here it is worth noting the 1847 event where
the League of the Just was transformed into
the Communist League. In a line struggle
dramatized in Raoul Peck’s The Young Marx,
Engels attacks the liberalism of the League
by pointing out that the desire for an abstract
“brotherhood of man” is undermined by the
reality of class struggle. Such a conception
of common humanity ignores the fact that
the bourgeoisie has nothing in common with
the proletariat; the former is the enemy of the
latter and the latter’s political programme
must be based on this fact of animosity. The
liberal tendency in the League, that functioned according to a utopian understanding
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of common humanity, was smashed with this
anti-liberal recognition of class struggle.
And yet, as this trilogy has hopefully made
clear, the liberal conception of reality is reinscribed by the very theorists who argue that
we must treat Marxism as an Enlightenment
doctrine no different from liberalism. Against
the Terror necessitated by the “totalization”
of the red State we are presented with a demand for an exit from sovereignty that appears to function at an individual level and is
in fact terrified by the emergence of a revolutionary but illiberal state of affairs. Hence,
the very people who claim that Marxism is
an Enlightenment doctrine no different from
liberalism reveal the lie in this claim by their
depiction of Marxism as an inherently illiberal and terroristic discourse. While they cunningly position historical communist revolutions as cut from the same cloth as those
discourses of sovereign power they claim
to critique, by centering sovereign power as
the key political problematic (whether it be
Ancient Roman, 17th Century European, Nazi
Germany’s, or Soviet Russian “sovereignty”)
they in fact reify the bourgeois understanding of politics. In this sense, their solution of
an “exodus” from sovereignty is ultimately a
radicalized liberalism––the harm principle
pushed to a kind of libertarian extreme.
As Marx proclaimed in a Neue Rheinische
Zeitung article in 1849: “When our turn
comes, we shall not make excuses for the
terror.” Such a terror, gleaned from the necessities revealed by revolutionary science,
is intended to be visited upon bourgeois
modernity, bourgeois power, and thus upon
the entirety of the oppressing and exploiting
classes by the oppressed and exploited. In
this sense those who attempt to associate
Marxism with liberalism seem to be unaware
of the meaning of both categories of thought.

example of this tradition, J.S. Mill, consistently reminded his readers that Hobbes’ assessment of human nature as unbounded liberty
was correct but that his solution was merely
a product of its time: there was a time when
humanity required tyranny because it was in
the stages of its infancy; Enlightenment and
modernity are evidence that humans have
grown up and thus, like adults who are no
longer teenagers let alone toddlers, deserve
to be responsible for their inherent nature as
autonomous individuals.1
But the conception of politics in Marxism is
a complete inversion of Hobbes’ Leviathan
if not a total rejection. It is the order of the
masses commanding political power and
enforcing their “sovereignty”, if we can even
call it this, upon their former exploiters/oppressors. In this sense, if revolution is a monster its monstrousness is not located in its
desire “to eat its own children” (as cold war
ideologues claimed, as these contemporary
theorists of sovereignty reassert) but in its
willingness to devour its exploitative ancestors.
If we are to think Marxism’s meaning now,
and thus even begin to properly map its enfolding theoretical terrain, we need to appreciate its archaeology. For when we look
at is emergence, and the layers of history
that have accumulated since its emergence,
we are struck with a scientific terrain that
erupted at the heart of modernity to radically call into question all conceptions of political right and sovereign power, and did so by
basing its perspective on that of the exploited and oppressed masses. Thus, if we are to
continue to think Marxism today we must do
so according to the perspective inherent in
its emergence. We must continue to assert
along with Marx––and the title of my second
essay in this trilogy––a ruthless criticism of
all that exists.

The liberal tradition developed––as the
bourgeoisie became conscious of itself as
a class and established its hegemony––as
both an extension and ideological revision of
Hobbes’ political philosophy. The paradigm
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NOTES
1 As I have noted elsewhere, it is notable that
Mill applies this fiction of humanity’s evolution to European nations. His defense of colonialism is dependent upon the claim that
non-European nations are still in their infancy and thus deserve tyranny.
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